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Whose views are embodied in this. Volume,
Who had read the matter it contained,
prior to its going to the press,
But who, ere it came out of it,
Went to his rest,
T o waken, as the Qur'gn envisages,
Into a life of deeper realizations
-' From state to state, shall ye,
assuredly, be carried forward.'Dedicated
In his moment of sorrow
Who sadly misses his presence here.

SYEDABDULLATIF.

PREFACE
Si~lct:avout the middle of the 19th century, numerous attempts have been made by Muslim scholars to
interpret the Qur'Pn to the modern world. By far the
largest output of literature produced in this connection,
whether in the form of comme~ltaries, critiques, or
articles in periodicals, has been in Urdu, English and
Arabic. But whatever the medium of expression employed, the net result is still far from satisfactory. The
modernists have mostly tried to square the Quranic
meanisng with1 the thought-content of the culture of
Europe, even as some of the commentators of the early
,centur~esor lslam had tried under the influence of the
Greek literatuIre translated into Arabic to square it with
the pliilosophic speculations of Greece. Only spasmodically or in flashes have stray corners of the Quranic
messal;e been exposed to view in its reality. At any
rate, rLO sustaiined effort has been made by them.to let the
Qur'gn speak for itself. Warmed up by the efforts of
the modernists, the orthodox 'Ulama too have no doubt
tried to appear modern in their latest approaches to the
Qur'iin. But the dead weight of the medieval obscurantism which has for ages clung to the Muslim religious
thought has proved too heavy for them to throw off.
It was only as late as 1930,a ray of hope was furnished
by the appearance of the first volume of the Tarjumsnal-Qur'Zn of Mawlana Abul Kalam Azad, of which the
Commentary of Sfrat-ul-F5tiha formed the opening
section, wherein a serious attempt was made to restore
to the Quranic word the meaning that it was originally
r.
meant
v

~
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BASIC CONCEPTS OF THE QURAN

The most characteristic feature of the Qur'Pn, it may
be stated, is its method of presentation. It is simple and
direct. It does not employ any artifice, nor dispiay any
conventional poses. Its appeal is to the elemental feeling and imagination of man, and to his daily experiences
of life. It presents, so to say, a heart to heart talk between God and man couched in a language simple enough
to be understood by the common man. Such is the
method adopted by the Qur'iin, a method common to all
revealed scriptures. But this method, important as it
was, was rarely the subject of regular study in any
Muslim seminar or seat of learning in the past. ' Fadhakkir-bil-Qur'iin '-' explain the Qur'iin in the manner
of the Qur'iin ' (Q. 50:45)-was the directive furnished by
the Qur'iin itself. But the directive except in the early
days of Islam never was seriously observed in the course
of history. The tragedy of the Qur'iin is that no sooner
had the first generation of believers passed away, even
before the second century of the Hijra was over, the influence of Greek thought introduced through translations
of Greek works on philosophy and science began to
close round the Muslim mind. The simplicity of the
original approach to the Qur'iin in consequence gave
way to dialectical disquisition, so much so, that the
commentaries of the Qur'iin which now came to be written by Muslim scholars invested the Quranic word, as
Mawlana Azad explains at length in his preface to the
first edition of the Tarjumiin-al-Qur'iin with a meaning
which it was not meant to bear.
The Qur'iin, be it remembered, was not a planned
production. It was delivered piece-meal during the
course of 23 years as warranted by the changing circumstances of the Prophet's mission. Those who first responded to its call and successfuUy implemented its
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,directions were the persons whose interpretation of the
'Quranic word should naturally have been regarded as
.standard interpretation. But the commentators of the
'
'Qur'Zn who came after them, side-tracked their inter:pretation, and began to read new meanings into it. The
tendency came to be ever on the increase, as new races
came to embrace Islam bringing with them, the memories
of their former faiths. The result was the rise of a
bewildering variety of views concerning the teaching of
the Qur'Zn. The plain meaning of the plain word
gradually went out of fashion, and the allegorical or
figurative element in the Qur'Zn came to bear either a
literal sense or a sense alien to the very spirit of the
Quranic ideology. ' The impact ' as the writer has
observed elsewhere, ' was partly pagan in character
reflected in the anthropomorphic touches imparted to
the concept of Divinity and its attributes, and partly
mystic in significance as inspired essentially by NeoPlatonism and manifested chiefly in.the Ajami or nonArab attempt to read esoteric meaning into what was
basically exoteric or mundane in the Qur'Zn.'*
T o make matters worse, with the close of the 4th
century of the Hijra, the intellectual movement stimulated so far by foreign influences, received a set-back.
The pendulam swung to the other end. A reaction set
in, and limits were fixed for everything in every sphere
: of life and thought. This is not the place to go into the:
I history of this development or of the forces which brought
. i t about. Suffice it to say that from this time onward,
a period began wherein it was not permissible to strike'
; out any fresh line of approach to the Qur'iin.
The.
commentaries of the Qur'Pn produced under the new

;

.
* "The Mind AI-Qur'h inuilds." T h e Academy of Islamic studies,
Agapura, Hyderabad, India, 1952, p. 5.
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order were more or less mere reproductions of earlier
attempts or imitative in character. The imitation, as
Mawlana Azad observes in his preface referred to above,
was very often in favour of the abstruse, fantastic and
out of the ordinary. Few cared to point to the simplicity of the Qur'5n and its directness. Religion, if it
was to bear that name, was expected to be something
mysterious. That was the conception which came into
vogue, a conception which, among the orthodox, persists even till this day. The commentaries of Razi and
Baidawi who set the model still hold the field. It is
this heritage of inept evaluation, the legacy of the past,
that Mawlana Azad has tried to counter in his writings,
particularly in his commentary of the Siirat-ul-F5tiha
which is intended to serve as an introduction to the
study of the Qur'5n.
'S life was
Although the best part of Mawlar
spent actively in the forefront of Indiaas struggle for
freedom, marked by periods of incarceration in jails, it
is remarkable that he should have managed, in the midst
of his ordeals, to nurse zealously his inherent talent for
scholarship and produce a body of literature which has
won for him an established place in the field of Islamic
learning. His searching enquiries into the Quranic
teachings have disclosed to him the realistic humanism
that it stands for. It is this humanism imbibed from the
Quran which he applies back to the study of every detail
of its message. I n fact, when one goes out of his Quranic
studies and looks into the discourses delivered by him
at various learned gatherings, one is struck by the touch
that he invariably gives of this humanism to the solution
of the numerous political and cultural problems which
face the world of today.
Mawlana Azad's Quranic studies have taken various

+
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forms, the most important of them being his monumental work entitled ' TarjumBn-al-Qur'in ' running
into three volumes, two of which have already been
published. The work is an explanatory translation .of
the Qur'Bn in Urdu supported by foot-notes in the form
of commentary, the underlying purpose of which is to
re-create for the world of today the meaning which the
Quranic word was taken to mean when it was delivered.
T o facilitate an easy grasp of the Quranic attitudes, he
has under the very first chapter, the Siirat-ul-Fiitiha,
discussed the basic concepts that it presents which in
one form or other recur throughout the Qur'iin, and
which together constitute its ideology.
What is noteworthy in his discourse is the distinction
which he makes between this ideology and the manner
or method of implementing it or the programme pursued thereunder. The one he calls Din, and the other
Shar'a and Minhhj, terms which the Qur'5n itself furnishes. The former, viz., the Din, as the Qur'Bn asserts,
was given to every community or section of mankind
through chosen men called Prophets, and on that basis,
he argues that every religion in existence today was at
first, at its base, nothing but this Din which the Qur'iin
speaks of, the Din delivered through every Prophet and
embodied in every scripture. The Shar'a or the law
or the code of conduct, he points out, has varied, as
warranted by the exigencies of time and conditions of
life prevailing at different times among different sections of mankind. The Quranic recommendation is
therefore not to wrangle over these variations, so long
as they do not belie the basic ideology. What should
primarily matter is the ideology, the Din, a firm belief
in the Unity of God expressing itself in righteous action
such as shall operate for the unity of man.
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Mawlana Azad's painful observation is that this
ideology which was meant to keep mankind together as
but one family, has, in the course of chistory, been disfigured by vested interests giving rise to a variety of
credal dissensions between man and man. He devotes
one full section to the subject of the concept of God to
show how the followers of each religion including Islam
have interfered with the basic concept of Divine Unity.
It is round this primary regret of his that his entire di;
course revolves : and he makes a pathetic appeal to one
and all to return to the basic ideology. This is the way
to peace and harmony among mankind. It is, in fact,
a call for religious tolerance and self-purification.
It is a matter for regret that the entire body of
Mawlana's Quranic studies has so far remained out of
the reach of the educated classes not conversant with the
Urdu language. Had a simultaneous attempt been
made from the beginning, even from the days of the first
appearance of his Al-Hilal, to transmit the result of his
research in the field of Quranic interpretation at least
into English, the language generally known to the higher
intelligentzia in most countries, I dare say a powerful
stimulus might have been furnished to the thoughtful
mind everywhere to revive the universal element in
every religion, as recommended by the Qur'gn, to function as a force for religious tolerance and world unity.
Still, a beginning may yet be made in this direction.
Of all the writings of Mawlana Azad, the TarjumZn-alQur'iin is his magnum opus, and the opening section of
it serving as a commentary of the Siirat-ul-Fiitiha 'is a
masterly introduction to the study of the Qur'sn. So
great is the importance attached by the Mawlana to this
opening chapter, that in explaining the ideology that it
outlines, he has surveyed the entire Qur'Pn. Regular
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students of the Qur'Pn will find therein a store of Quranic
knowledge such as is not found in current commentaries.
For their benefit, the entire commentary of the Siirat-ulFgtiha has, at the instance of Mawlana Azad himself,
;hcen rendered into English by the present writer. This
will be issued separately. But for others, who may
,desire to have a general view of the ideology presented
'therein, an analytical suinmary of it is attempted in the
'following pages, divided into several chapters as suggested by the leading concepts which it embodies.
In presenting the subject, the writer has ventured to
reproduce the very manner of Mawlana's exposition by
transplanting into the resume appropriate passages from
the original as translated into English, so much so, that
the resume may be regarded as a summary of his views
in his own style and language. When the third volume
of the Tarjumgn-ul-Qur'Zn is published, it will be
possible for scholars, better equipped than the present
writer, to appraise at their full value the acute genius of
this great savant of India, and the service he has rendered
not only to Islamic learning, but to world thought.
Till then; the present attempt at portrayal, inadequate
as it is, may serve as a preliminary introduction."
My thanks are due to Dr. M. Rahatullah Khan, M.A.,
~ . ~ h i l(Leipzig),
.
Curator, State Central Library,
Hyderabad, for having very kindly prepared the index
to this volume, and read the proofs while its matter was
in the press.

:

* T h e Preface as it ends here had the benefit of Mawlana Azad's
perusal even as the text of this volume and is printed .in the form in which
it was received back from him for transmission to the press.-S.A.L.
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THE QURAMC VIEW OF GO1
I n the study of a religion, the aspect of it which calls
for primary consideration is the concept of Divinity
which it presents ; for, in the last analysis, it is this
which furnishes the measure of its worth or of its value
to life.
The idea of God has had a chequered history. One
may, on the analogy of matter, be tempted to read an
evolutionary process underlying its formation. But
strange as it may seem, a reverse process is what has been
at work. The belief in the existence of God, points out
Mawlana Azad, was never the achievement of the human
mind, so that one might care to trace its development
upward. It is ingrained in the. human nature. The
Quranic contention is that the very first vision which
man had of God was of God's oneness or Unity, the
vision of an unseen almighty being who must have
created all that he could see or feel about and around
him, and that this vision slowly underwent a change
marking a sort of retrogression and giving rise to the
concept of multiplicity or polytheism. In other words,
instead of evolution, a backward movement manifests
itself in the history of theism. It is only in the field
of attributes, however, that the theory of evolution may
afford valuable help in investigation.
The urge among European scholars to treat monotheism as the result of an evolutionary process had its
rise about the close of the 18th century. But it was
during the second half of the 19th century that most of

.
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the theories upholding the idea were formulated."
Attempts were made to locate the origin of the belief in
God severally in nature myths, fetish worship, worship
of ancestors, primitive animism, astral and nature
mythology, necromancy and so forth. The idea which
the different theories nursed was that even as every
other phenomenon in life, monotheism was the result
of an evolutionary process.
The revolutionary disclosures of the 20th century,
however, soon gave a powerful set-back to this idea.
Researches carried on among the wild tribes of South
East Australia and of some of the islands of the Pacific
Ocean, as also among the primitive tribes of North
America who from time immemorial have observed the
most primitive forms of life marked by a total absence
of every sign of evolutionary growth in their cultural
aspect, together with researches in Egyptology, and the
excavations carried on in Iraq and Mohenjadaro, all
show that the belief in an ultimate ground of things was
not the result of any evolutionary process. The latest
Semetic studies also lend support to this view. They
disclose that all the Semetic tribes originally believed
in an unseen Supreme Being. The archaeological finds
discovered after the sirst World War in the valley of
'Aqaba in Hejaz and in the terrain of Shamar in Northern
Syria go to emphasise further this fact of history. In
short, the 20th century investigations have all gone to
establish that the earliest belief which inspired man was
a belief in the unity of God.
It seems that when the world opened out before mah
in the very first stage of his history, he was impelled by
* Mawlana Azad gives here in his original an account of the leading
theories. Vide pp. 124 to 130. Tarjumin-al-Qur'iin, Vol. I, Second Edition,
Lahore, 1947.
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his very nature and the situation ifi which he found
himself to believe in the existence of an Almighty Being
who must have created all that he beheld around him.
It was only in subsequent stages that he began to body :
forth for this Almighty Being qualities o r attributes as :
suggested themse'lves to him on the analogy of his .own
qualities. It was thus that his initial belief in God
took a retrogressive turn. As Mawlana Azad puts it :
Adam was created with light within, but his. progeny
frittered it away and let in darkness instead. This is
borne out by the ancient traditions of Egypt, Greece,
Chaldea, India, China and Iran. They reveal the fact
that man at first lived a life guided by Nature, Indeed,
the Old Testament definitely assigns to Adam a heavenly
existence, It is only when he falls into error that he is
deprived of it. Light comes first and darkness
afterwards. Such is the statement of the Qur'Sn :
Men were at first of one religion only :
Then they fell to variance.

(Q.10: 19)
Mankind were of one religion, and God sent
prophets as comforters and warners and He
sent down with them the word of Truth drat it
might decide the disputes of men.

(Q* 2: 213)
The differences which have marked the course of
religion, points out Mawlana Azad, have mostly been.
in respect of the attributes of God, and not in respect'
of the existence of God. The intellectof man is bounded
by his senses. Its perception does not ordinarily cross j
their frontiers, and it cannot therefore easily comprehend the Absolute. Whenever he tries to visualize
a thing unseen, he invariably conjures up for it qualities

4
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of which he is aware in his own person. In the beginning,
his mind was, so to say, in the infant stage. The picture
of divine attributes, raised in his mind, necessarily
partook of his intellectual infancy. But as his mind
developed with the advance of time, the picture too of
God began to undergo a corresponding change ; so
much so, that the higher the qualities that he displayed
in his own life, the higher were the attributes with which
he invested his God. It is from this standpoint that
an evolutionary process may be traced in the human
approach to divine attributes. Mawlana Azad notices
three distinct strains in the process which dovetail, one
into another, marking a move from anthropomorphism
and anthropophuism to transcendentalism, from polytheism back to monotheism, and from the vision of a
God of awe and terror to that of a God of love.
The question here arises : Why was the initial concept
of man in respect of God one of awe and terror ? The
answer is clear. The constructive beauty of the Universe
lay concealed under the shroud of destructiveness.
In the infant stage of his intellect, man could not catch
the hidden beauty. He was frightened by the splitting
which precedes construction and could not catch the
beauty of the things to shape. For this, one needs
insight or inward vision, and this came to him in gradual
measure as time went on.
Hence it is that when the mind of man began at
first to dwell on the attributes of God, it was more easily
influenced by the destructive :spect of Nature than by
its constructiveness. Thunder and lightning in the
clouds, volcanic eruptions in the mountains, earthquakes,
river floods, and storms in the ocean-all these disturbing
phenomena created awe and terror in him, and he began
t o visualize his God as the God of terror. He could
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not see the God of beauty in the frightening thunder
and lightning or in the molten lava flowing from
volcanoes.
The early conditions also in which man lived were
not such as could dispel his feeling of awe and terrorHe felt he was weak and unprotected. He looked upon
everything else beside him as something inimical to him
and intent on his destruction. The hosts of mosquitoes
from marshes hovered around him ; poisonous creepers
met him at every turn ; and wild animals threatened him
wherever he went. The burning sun above, and the
shifting seasons of the year looked to him, at first, as
hostile to his well-being. Every thing seemed to him
designed to frighten him and overawe. The God that
he conjured up for himself was therefore one of terror.
But as time passed, a gradual change came over him, as
also in his environment. His sense of despair was now
mixed with the sense of hope, so much so, that in his
concept of God, an equal place was given to the attributes
of grace and beauty alongside of the old concept of awe
and terror. The new awakening manifested itself in
the deification also of the forces of benevolence dispensing
food, wealth, beauty and knowledge. The mythology
of Greece has no doubt a fascination of its own. But
even there, the early entrants in the Greek pantheon
. were the gods of terror. In India, even till this day, the
gods of destruction out-number those of grace and
benevolence.
Prior to the delivery of the Qur'iin, the highest that
the human intellect could achieve was to think of God
without any symbolic aid. But, in respect of divine
attributes, no concept anywhere could invest God with
any attributes other than the human. Even the Judaic
concept which disallowed image-worship in any form

.
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was not free from the taint of similitude. The mind
of man had not risen high enough to discard the veils of
anthropomorphic similitudes and directly behold the
splendour of divine attributes.' Even Christ when he
desired to speak of the universal mercy of God was
obliged to employ the similitude of relationship subsisting
between father and son-a similitude which through
an inept approach to the meaning and illustrativepurpose
of Christ went to stimulate eventually among his followers
the urge to instal him into the position of a veritable
son of God, and indeed of God Himself.
The peculiarity of the Qur'an is that it lifts the'veils
of anthropomorphic similitudes from across the vision
of God and allows us to take a transcendental view of
Him in His attributes.
Nought is there like Him.
(Q. 41 : 11)
No vision taketh Him in,
But he taketh in all vision.
(Q.6 : 104)
Say : He is God, the One only :
God, on whom all depend !
He begetteth not, nor is he begotten ;
And there is none like Him.
(Q. 1
1
Prior to the advent of the Qur'iin, two ways had been
followed to catch a glimpse of Reality. One was to invest
the Absolute with attributes, the other was to divest Him
of all attributes. The former process led to anthropomorphism and obstructed the perception of Reality.
* In an illuminating lengthy discourse, Mawlana Azad surveys the concepts of God in relation to attributes'held by the lesding religions of the
world at the advent of Islam--pp. 135 tb 165, Tarjurmfn-al-Qur'8n,~Vol.I,
Second Edition, Lahore 1947.
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The other process was what was particularly followed by
the Upanisads : It was a process of negations-' Neti,
NEti'. Such a process undoubtedly affords a very
advanced view of transcendentalism ; but it ends in
nullification, and denies us the consolation of positive
belief. At best it can promote a philosophic outlook,
er become an active or living
It was
but
to P
the process of negations fron
ing its
logical aestlny that a process of retraction had to be
devised. The Absolute BrahrnGn .had therefore to
descend into the concrete form of fSwara to avoid total
nu& '
S
,re the two alternatives to choose between.
The
avoids both the extremes and follows a line
of its own. It pursues a path along which we not only
get a transcendental vision of God, but feel competent
to dispel the anthropomorphic atmosphere that may
atternpt to close round it. It affirms individual
attrilbutes, one by one ; but it prevents each attribute
3 ---ueveloping
any anthropomorphic touch. ' He is the
Living, the Almighty, the Creator, the Merciful, the
All Seeing, the All Hearing, the All Knowing ', and so
fortk
merely +
I.:- *'le
Qur'2n employs here and
LIlla,
Ll
then:, withabut any hesitation, every form of figurative
exprlession :admissil~ l ein literature. But it makes it
clear tnat nothing may be compared to God. His
living is not like our living ; His seeing or hearing or
knowing is not like ours. The metaphor of hand may
be used to denote His power and forgiveness, and that
of 'Arsh or Throne to denote His Majesty and His AllEmbracing control of the Universe. But the sense is
not the same as may be f o ~
these in our mind in
relation to human activity.
The attitude adopted by the Qur'in is the onIy way
I

.

.
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out. On the one hand, Reality is so high that the human
intellect feels helpless to scale up to it. On the other,
the restless urge in human nature to have a vision of this
Reality is genuine enough. If we lean wholly toward
transcendentalism, we end in negation. If we go headlong in the affirmation of attributes, we run the risk of
falling into the lap of anthropomorphism. The Qur'Pn
therefore neither gives the reins to transcendentalism, nor
lets affirmation of attributes degenerate into anthropomorphism. The attitude is thus clearly distinguishable from the one adopted by the Aryan Philosophy.
While the Aryan mind, in its urge to behold Reality,
personijied God Himself, thereby throwing the door open
to image-worship, the Qur'%n satisfied this urge by
personifying only the Attributes of God, and not His
Being, allowing, in consequence, absolutely no chance
for symbolic representation.
The Quranic concept of the Unity of God is definite,
and has both a positive and a negative side to it. The
positive side is that God is one and one only. The
negative side is that there is none like Him. And when
there is none like Him, it follows that whatever attributes
that might be assigned to God cannot be assigned at the
same time to any other. The former postulate is called
' uniqueness in essence ', and the latter ' uniqueness
in attributes'. Prior to the emergence of the Quranic
concept, stress was laid more on the uniqueness of God
in His essence than on His uniqueness in attributes.
It is why we find in every earlier religion the belief in
the Unity of God expressing itself in or subsisting side
by side with image and hero worship.
In India, probably from the very beginning, it was
tacitly admitted that hero-worship and the worship of
demigods were indispensable for the masses, reserving
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the worship of (
His uniqueness or Unity for the
was the case in Greece. The
elite only. Tht
Greek thinkers were certainly not unaware of the fact
that the gods of Olyrnpus had no reality about them.
Still, save Socrates, few had felt the need for interfering
"
was that
in the people's belief in demigods. T'he fear
if that belief was not maintained, the socio-reliigious life
of the people would disintegrate.
I n this~connection,the aspect which calls for special
attention is the status accorded to the founder of a
religion. True that no teaching can acquire the reputation of greatness, so long as the personality of the teacher
does not itself display the quality of greatness. But
there is a limit to greatness of personality. It is h&e
t hat marly have stumbled, because they could not draw
t he bounldary line for it. The result was that the founder
.c - ..-I!
ol
a religion or of a school of philosophy was hailed
sometimes as an incarnation of God, 'and sometimes as
the son of God ;and where this was not possible, he was,
at any rate, offered the honour and devotion usually
offered to God.
The Jews, for instance, did, no doubt, not take to
image-worship. They nevertheless did erect in the
r remains of their
course of their history :statues t~ v e the
--.,.I~ L a~ halo
I
of holiness usually
prophets and endow the111-W
associated with objects of worship. There is absolutely
no room for image-worship in the teaching of Buddha.
In fact, his last testament which has reached us was :
' See tha~tyou dlo not WIorship nny ashes. If yc)u do, tlhe
path of salvatic)n will be clo!sed to you.' But wh at
.
P~
his followers actually
did is all Derore
us. rnl
lney not
only erected places of worship over Buddha's ashes and
relics, but as means sf propagation of his religion, installed images of him throughout the world. The fact
Y

i¶

i

1
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is that a larger number of images of Buddha exist today
in the world than of any other personality or deity.
Likewise, the teaching of Christianity originally concentrated on the Vnity of God ; but within one hundred
years of its advent, Christ himself was ra.ised to the
position of God. On the other hantd, the Qur'gn laid
so great an emphasis on the Unity of God both in His
essence and attributes that it blocked for ever all avenues
for polytheism and like abberations. It is this which
constitutes its principal contribution to the concept of
God.
The Qur'iin asserts that God alone is worthy of
worship. If you turn to any other in devotion, you cease
to be a believer in the Unity of God. It says that EIe it
is who answers tne cry of man and fulfils his prayers. So,
if you associate any other with Him in your prayers, you
simply associate that other in the divinity or attributes
also of God. Indeed, your belief itself in the Unity of
God gets tainted. It is why in the Silrat-ul-F~tiba,the
form of prayer is set : ' Thee alone do we serve and from
Thee alone do we seek aid.' The emphasis is on Thee
alone. Such great stress does the Qur'nn lay on the
uniqueness of God both in His essence and His attributes
that there is h ardly a page in the whole of the Qur'Hn
where 1the trut h is not pointedly brought to view.
The. siress becomes intelligible when we proceed
to appraise the positicIn assigned by the Qur'in to the
Prophet of Islam. Ov.er and (Iver again does it point out
that the prophet of Islam is but a human being and a
servant of God. The very basic belief in Islam runs :
' I affirm that there is no God except AllHh, and I affirm
that Muhammad is hi!
.t and his message-beairer.'
In this farmula, the a
on of the unitjr of God is
.. or,- the
as emphatic as the amrmatlon of the positlon
1
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prophet as but ia servan~t of God and the bearer of His
message. Why was tklis made the basic doctrine of
-1.
Islam ? I t was aone
simply to prevent the prophet
from ever being hailed as God or as His incarnation, or
invested with the attributes and honour exclusive to
God. No one a n enter the fold of Islam who does not
subscribe to the belief that the Prophet is but a servant
of God, even as he subscribes to the belief in the Unity
of God.
That was the reason why, not7withstanhding the
numerous dissensions which arose among Muslims
after the death of the Prophet, no difference was entertained among them on the question of his personality.
Not many hours had passed since the Prophet's death,
when Abii Bakr, the prophet's father-in-law and the
first Khalif of Islam, ascending the pulpit proclaimed :
' He who worshipped Muhammad, let him know
that Muhammad is dead ;and he who worshipped God,
let him know that God lives always. He never dies.'
Prior to the advent of the Qur'Pn, distinction was
made between the common people and the elite in tl1e
imparting of religious knowledge. In Indlia, thrlee
grades were fixed. For the common people, imageworship was prescribed, and for the elite, the method of
communion with God, while for the elite of the elite,
the privilege of pantheistic experience. The same was
the case in Greece. It was considered that the concept
of an abstract deity was possible only for those who were
versed in philosophic lore and that it was safe for the
common people to engage themselves in the worship of
demigods only. The Qur'5n brushed aside this
distinction. It presented for one and all but a single
way of approach to God and afforded to them but a single
view of divine attributes. It held before both, the
.-

~

~
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philosopher or gnostic and the unlettered -shepherd or
rustic, but one and the same glow of Reality. It opened
for one and all but one door of faith and inward peace.
An aspect of this subject here calls for consideration.
The distinction which was observed in India between
the common people and the elite was the result of the
practical sense of compfomise which prevailed here.
Here, every form of religious belief or exercise was given
a home, and every thought, the freedom to grow and
develop. Religious differences which among other
nations led to internecine civil wars were regarded here
as but subjects of compromise. Adjustability, was the
spirit of life here. A Vedantist knows that communion
with Reality is infinitely higher than image-worship.
But he never sets his face against image-worship ; for,
he thinks that this is the first stage in the journey to God,
and that whatever path one may choose to traverse, the
ultimate goal for one and all is one and the same.
The spirit of tolerance which has characterised Indian
history, no doubt, deserves a meed of praise. ,But life is
an expression of action and inter-action, and unless we
draw a limit or line for every type of activity, canons of
knowled~e
and morality will get disturbed, and we shall
u
posses;s any definite sense of moral values.
(
r
ce is a good thing, but strength of belief and
..
opinlon, and integrity of thought are also factors of life
which ure cannc)t ignore. A line of demarcation for the
expressiton of e:ach quality in us needs to be drawn.
For, otherwise, moral injunctions cannot be implemented properly. Once these lines are disturbed or
weakened, the edifice of morality begins to totter. Forgiveness for instance, is a good and a beautiful idea.
But this very forgiveness, once it over-steps its legitimate boundary, ceases to be forgiveness : it becomes
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timidity or cowardice. Courage is the highest human
quality, but this very quality, once it develops excess, no
longer remains courage ; it becomes tyranny and oppression.
Here are two situations. You canriot deal with them
in the same way. One situation is this. The light of a
certain line of faith or of a certain mode of action has
dawned on us, and we have come to hold a definite
opinion about it. The question arises : what should be
our line of action in respect of it ? Shall we waver or
remain firm in our attitude ? The other situation is
this. Others, even like us, have reached certain definite
conclusi,ons about one and the same thing, and adopt a
different way of life from our own. What should be our
attitude towards them ? Have they or have they not
the right to go their own way ? Tolerance is to acknowledge the right of another to hold to his own views and
follow his own way. Even when his way is clearly the
wrong way, you cannot deny him the right to pursue it.
But if tolerance is given the latitude to water down your
own beliefs and affect your decisions, then, it ceases to
be tolerance.
Compromise is a necessity of life. Our life itself is
one long compromise. But there should be a limit to it.
A line will have to be drawn somewhere, in order to feel
secure in the beliefs one cherishes. So long as you do
not feel the inward urge to aker that belief, you are bound
by it and have the right to cling to it. You will certainly respect the beliefs of others, but you will insist on
your right not to let your own belief weaken on that
account.
How often has havoc been wrought in the field of
belief and action by a disregard of this distinction. Intensity of belief has at times so much obsessed people

\
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that all considerations of tolerance have been set aside,
and the beliefs and ways of life of others forcibly invaded. At times also, tolerance has been given so great
a latitude that strength of belief has ceased to bear any
meaning. Examples of the former may easily be furnished from the history of religious persecutions, and
those of the latter from the history of India. Here in
India, the highest flights of the human mind could not
remain immune from the touch of superstition. The
process has gone on of compromise between knowledge
and intellect, on the one hand, and ignorance and superstition, on the other. The beauty of the Indian mind
and all its great mental achievements have thus been
seriously affected by superstition and image-worship.
The findings of the present-day historians of India are
all to this effect. The distinguished Hindu scholar,
Dr. Radhakrishnan, while reviewing the impact of the
non-Aryan culture of India on the culture of the Aryan
settlers here observes :
' The explanation of the miscellaneous c
r
of the Hindu religion, which embraces all the intermediate regions of thought and belief from the wandering fancies of savage superstitions to the highest insight of daring thought, is here. From the .beginning,
the Aryan religion was expansive, self-developing and
tolerant. It went on accommodating itself to the new
forces it met within its growth. In this, can be discerned a refined sense of true humility and sympathetic
understanding. The Indian refused to ignore the
lower religions and,fight them out of existence. He
did not possess the pride of the fanatic that his was
the one true religion. If a god 'satisfies the human
mind in its own way, it is a form of truth. None can
lay hold upon the whole of truth. I t can be won only
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by degrees, partially and provisionally. But they
forgot that intolerance was sometimes a virtue. There
is such a thing as Gresham's law in religious matters
also. When the Aryan and the Non-Aryan religions,
one refined and the other vulgar, the one good and
the other base, met, there was the tendency for the
bad to beat the good out of circulation.'*
The peculiarity of the Qur'iin is that it refuses t o
enter into any compromises in the field of beliefs. In
its unitary and transcendental concept of God, it is
definite and inelastic. This rigidity however, does not
prevent it from observing tolerance towards other beliefs.
refuses to enter into compromises with
But it
them.
. t concept
The u u r an l---..
Dases ~
s
of God on the inherent
universal urges of human nature. It has not made of
this concept a riddle which only a special class of intellect alone can solve. What is the universal human
feeling about life ? It is that this Unit'erse has not come
into being by itself ; it has been created : and so, it must
have a Creator. What the Qur'Pn points out is only this
much. Anything over and above this which it deals
with does not enter into the doctrinal belief. All that
is left to be thought over by man individually, or to be
experienced personally.
And whoso maketh efforts for us, in our
ways w ill we guide the
(Q. 29 :69)
n Earth are signs for men of firm
belief, and also in your own selves :
,!ill ye not then-behold them ?
I

(Q. 5 I :20-21)
an Philoso
UUI,IVII.
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Here comes in the peculiar distinction which Islam
observes between the masses and the elite. The Hindu
thinkers distributed different grades of thought among
different classes of society. From the standpoint of
knowledge and belief, Islam makes no such distinction.
It offers to every human being one and the same knowledge in respect of Reality. But aptitudes differ. Not
everyone feels the same thirst for knowledge. People as
a class might have certain dispositions ; but individuals
among them possess varying aptitudes for knowledge.
According to the extent of one's aptitude, each is left
free to make his advance. An authentic tradition of the
Prophet is related by Bub5ri and Muslim which speaks
of three grades af minds-Islzm, Imm and Ihizn. Islizm
consists in the affirmation of the Islamic doctrinal beliefs,
in the observance of daily prayers, in the performance of
Haj or pilgrimage to the Ka'aba whenever found convenient during one's life-time, in the observance of fast
in the month of Ramadsn, and in the payment of Zakit
or the poor-due. Imizn lies not only in the affirmation
of the doctrinal beliefs, but in entertaining an absolute
conviction about them. And Ihsizn is a state of mind to
which the following advice of the Prophet may aptly
apply : ' Pray as if thou seest thy God before thee ; and
if thou seest Him not, pray in the conviction that God
is, at any rate, seeing you.'
The first stage indicates the general attitude. He
who affirms the doctrinal beliefs and discharges certain
duties, he has entered the fold of Islam. But mere entry
does not argue a state of conviction in him. The first
stage of Islam represents only its outward aspect, the
elementary side of it. The Second stage is that of
Imzn, where Islam takes hold of one's mind and heart.
Once this stage is reached, one enters the circle of the
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elect. But the matter does not end here. ??he knowledge of Reality or ' real conviction ' comes at a later
stage-the stage of I&n.
But this is not a stage of mere
belief or of conviction to be reached by communities as
communities or on the group plane. This is the stage
of individual experience or of personal illumination.
Mere doctrinal belief or intellectual speculation does not
promote the growth of this stage. It is not a matter
either to teach or to learn. It is the result of personal
spiritual endeavour. He who has reached this stage,
if he could ever say anything about it, he can say nothing
but this : ' Become one like me, and then behold what
you can behold.' Says a poet :
' Someone asked me : what is love ?
Said I : Become one like me, and
then you will know what it is.'
Islam has made provision for the satisfaction of
every kind of spiritual thirst. For an average man,
there is the initial stage ; for the h o r e advanced, the
second stage ; and for the elite, the third. But the thirst
is to be quenched at one and the same tavern, although
the cup for each may be different. Each gets the cup
that befits him.
' The Saqi pours wine to every one frbrn the same
jar ;
But every one reacts
According to his talents.'
It may be mentioned here that Muslim philosophers,
particularly the Siifis, have evolved a theory in respect
of God, popularly known as the theory of Wahdat-alWajiid ; or of ' Unity of Being '. It has been prompted
by certain expressions in the Qur'Hn, such as, ' God is
the First and the Last ; the Apparent and the Hidden ' ;
2

.
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' Wherever ye turn, ye will behold the countenance
of God ' ; ' He is nearer to you than your jugular
vein ' ; ' Every moment He discloses Himself in fresh
glory ' ; and ' All shall return to God ', and so on. Indeed, Shah WaliullBh, the famous Muslim theologian of
Delhi, goes to the extent of asserting : ' If I wish to
prove the theory of the " Unity of Being ", I can do so
by a reference to the very text of the Qur'in and Hadia.'
But the plain fact, cautions Mawlana Azad, should not
be lost sight of that it will not be proper to give to these
expressions any far-fetched interpretation, or invest them
with a meaning or significance which the ML
If
s
the Prophet's time did not attach. As for the I
he, the perception of God through illuminatio~~
WlllLh
gnostics enjoy is certainly not in conflict with the principles of the Qur'iinic concept of God. The Qur'iinic
concept is comprehensive enough to accommodate every
unitary concept of God. Those who have reached the
stage of Ihszn, says he, can see Reality even in its hidden
glories, and scale the highest spiritual heights possible
for the human soul.

CHAPTER I1

THE ATTRIBUTE OF PROVIDENCE
In dealing with the attributes of God, Mawlana Azad
makes a genc~ r a observation.
l
He says that the unity of
God, in its :relation to the order of life at work in the
Universe expresses itself in an unity of attributes. In
other words, the attributes of God do not operate in individual isolation but blend one into every other so as to
produce harmony in life. Of these, the Sarat-ul-Fztihz
or the opening chapter of the Qur'iin, refers to the basic
among them, viz., the attributes of Providence, Graciousness or Mercy, Justice, and Guidance or Revelation,
He discusses these seriatim in his commentary, and surveys the entire Qur'Hn for their exposition. He begins.
with the very first attribute of God which attracts the
attention of the Qur'Hn, the attribute of Divine Providence
or RubtibiyaA
The ten
~iibiyat' is derived f rom. ' I3abb
which is a cc
root for several words i.n the Slernitic
languages. In Hebrew, Syriac and Arabic, the term
' Rabb ' means nourisher or one who provides the means
of sustenance. Since the need for nourishment is of'
the basic needs of human life, the meaning given to the.
term ' Rabb ' as nourisher may be regarded as but a
natural first approach to God which the early Semitic
mind could conceive of. The term means also teacher,
master, lord, or God. In the Quranic context, the term
is invested with a connotation so wide that in the opinion
-

-
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of some of the leading lexicographers, ' Rubiibiyat '
means :
' To develop a thing from stage to stage, in accordance with its inherent aptitudes and needs, in
order that it might attain its full stature or per.'.'
fection.'
' Rubiibiyat ' is thus a process of nourishment providing a thing from moment to moment and from stage to
stage all that it needs to gain its fullest possible development. But in the Quranic concept of it, points out
Mawlana Azad, this process is always marked by a touch
of tenderness. He make
leaning clear by citing
an illustration.
When a child is born, says IIC, it is but an active lump
of flesh displaying an urge for living and calling for
nourishment and direction. There then begins a lengthy
process of love and affection on the part of the mother,
of tender and timely care and unsolicited favours. And
this goes on even till it develops into adolescence, both
of body and mind. During this period arise needs, not
one or two, but numerous which have to be attended to.
These vary or change from stage to stage, demanding
according to the nature of each stage the requisite love
and care and amenities of life. The wisdom of God has
instilled, into the mind of the mother the quality of
' Rubiibiyat ' whereby she looks after the child from the
day of its appearance till it enters on the stage of adole..
scence. When the stomach of the child cannot relish
anything except milk, only milk is given. When it can
bear stronger diet, such diet is provided. So long as the
child cannot stand on its legs, the mother carries it in
her lapwherever she goes. When it develops the ability
to stand, she holds its finger and helps it take steps one
by one.

'
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' Rubiibiyat ' is thus a continuous process of providing one with all that one needs in every situation and at
every stage. The view which the Qur'Zn presents of
God as ' Rabb ' may now be easily grasped. ' Rabbul
Alamin' is the attribute which the Qur'Zn applies to
God in His role of ' Rabb
It points out in a striking manner that God is not the ' Rabb ' or Nourisher of
any particular community or class, but that He is the
' Rabb ' of all mankind, and of everything that subsists
in the Universe.

'.

Svstem of Providence
rlana A;
:rts that the function of Divine
iyat ' is
zed under a definite plan. Every
Uung IS furnished with all that its particular nature
demands for its existence in every changing situation.
Ants crawl or, earth, worms push their way in mud and
dirt, fish swim in water, birds fly iq air, flowers blossom
in gardens, elephants wander in the jungle, and stars
revolve in the heavens. But on every one of these, rests
the protecting eye of Providence, and there is none that
is denied its blessings. Indeed, there are countless
varieties of creation so infinitisimally small in form that
our naked eye cannot perceive them. For them also,
the Rubiibiyat of God has made the requisite provision
for sustenance and growth with as much care as is bestowed on the bulky elephant. All this, man can observe
in his external world. Should he look within himself,
he will notice that his life, at every moment of its existence, discloses a world of activity propelled by the
Rubiibiyat of God.
On Earth are signs for men of firm belief ;
And also in your own selves.
Will ye not then behold them ?
(Q..
5I : 20-21)
t
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The Outward Aspect
The Qur'iin makes distinction between the creation
of the provisions of life and the function of ' Rubiibiyat '.
Forces and things there are which in their varied form
are of value to the growth and sustenance of life. But the
mere provision of them cannot be regarded as an act of
' Rubiibiyat '. That is an expression of creative activity. On the other hand, ' Rubiibiyat' lies in the
method and manner of providing these or the system
into which they are made to fit. For instance, life needs
for its sustenance water and humidity. The presence
icance st o life,
of water by itself will have no direc
%icularquanunless that water is available to life
.
tity at a particular time. The creatlul~ul waLcr,
according to the Qur'gn, is an expression of ' Rahmat ' or divine
graciousness, whereas it is His ' Rubiibiyat ' which lets
this water come down to earth drop by drop and reach
every corner of it only in particular seasons and in particular quantity, and search out and quench even the
tiniest particle thirsting for water.
'And We send down water from the 1leavens in its
- - LL- - - 111
due degree and We cause it to settle un
rrle eann,
we have power for its withcdrawal tooe gardens of pa~ l mtrees and
by it, VVe caus~
:- ---L: ye
vlLlr;v~ards
to
3 I J l l l l Y forth for you, 111 ~ l l l c h
.'
have plenteous fruitS, and whereof ye eat.'
(Q. 23 : 18-19)
.-.&A*
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The Qur'sn often refer:
: value of the good
.- -1- as- measured
out
things of life and of the measure 01eacn
to every living object, and thus points to the fact of life
that Nature provides everything in a particular measure
and this under a particular plan.
.
.
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'-And no one thing is there, but with
Us are its store-houses ; and We send it not but
in settled measure.'

(Q. 15 : 21)

' With Him everything is by measure.'
(Q. 13: 8)
' All things We have created after a fixed degree.'
(Q. 54 : 49)
Mark ! There is water on earth, but that is distributed in a particular manner. Why so ? Why do the
rays of the Sun raise from the surface of the ocean sheets
after sheets of water into the air, and why do the winds
shake them so as to let them come down to earth in
drops, and that in a particular season ? Again, why is it
tkst whenever it rains, it does so in a manner that while
a portion of it runs down the surface of the earth, a
soaks into the earth to a particular depth ? Why
is snow formed on the top of mountains in a particular
season, and why does it melt in another and flow down
the mountains to form into rivers meandering over the
plains, and watering extensive areas of the eakh ?
Why should all this happen in a particular form and
not in any other ? The Qur'Zn gives the reply.
The Providence of God is at work in Nature, and its
purpose is to produce water in this particular fashion
and arrange its distribution in this. particular way. It is
the ' Rahmat ' or the graciousness of God which produces water, but ir: is His Rubiibiyat or His attribute of
Providence which utilizes this water so as to give to
everv living object its means of sustenance.
And one of His signs is that He sendeth the wind
with glad tidings of rain, both that He may
cause you to taste His mercy, and that ships may
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sail at His command, that out of His bounties
ye may seek wealth and that haply ye may render
thanks.'

(Q. 30 : 46)
The things most needed in life are the things most
profusely provided, and similarly, those needed in
particular climes or in only particular situations are
given local habitation and are limited in quantity. The
thing primarily needed is air, for, one can forego food
and water for a while, but can hardly live without air.
Its provision therefore is so common and plentiful that
there is hardly a corner of the earth froin where it is
absent at any moment. Next in importance is water,
which next to air is the largest provision. In every part
of the world rivers roam about on the surface, and underneath the ground currents of water keep flowing. In
addition, the atmospheric forces are at work to drag
water out from the saltish ocean and sweeten it and
store it in the air only to return it to the earth whenever
it needs it. Next to air and water comes the need for
food, and that is spread out in bounteous plenty over
the entire globe, and there is not a species of creation
which is not provided close to it with its means of sustenance.
If one should ponder over this system of universal
Providence, it will be clear to him that this system is
devised to sustain life and develop every inherent
capacity therein. The Sun is there to give light and
heat and methodically draw out water from the ocean.
The winds are there to produce alternately coolness
and warmth. Sometimes they waft particles of water up
into the skies and spread them into layers of vapoury
clouds ; sometimes they reduce these clouds into water
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again, and bring it down. The earth is there to serve
as a perennial store-house of the means of growth and
sustenance, and to offer from within its bosom life to
every grain, and growth to every plant. In short,
Life's workshop is incessantly engaged in this process.
Every force is displaying its talent, and every cause is
producing its effect. The moment a thing develops
the talent to grow, the entire mechanism of life .turns
its attention to it. The phenomenal activities of the
Sun, the cycle of seasons in all. their moods, the forces
of the earth, and the inter-action of elements seem intent
on seeing that the egg of an ant delivers its offspring
and the peasant's bag drops its grain.
' And He Hath subjected to you all that there
is in the Heavens and all that there is in the
Earth : All is from Him.
Verily, herein are signs for those who reflect.'
(Q. 45 : 13)

,.

The strangest thing about this working of Rubiibiyat
or Providence, points out Mawlana Azad, is its methodical
uniformity, so much so, that a single principle seems
to be at work in all things. The stone may appear
different from the fragrant flower, but the two receive
their sustenance in the same way and are granted growth
in the same style. The child of a human being and the
twig of a plant may look like belonging to two different
orders ; but if you look into the way in which they grow
and develop, you will find that a single system of life
and growth binds them together. Whether it is a slab
of stone, a bud of flower, a human child, or an egg of an
ant, every one has its time of emergence, of its birth ;
and the means of sustenance for one and all are provided
in advance ere they emerge into life. And. then follow
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for everything, so to say, the stages of childhood, youth,
adolescence, manhood, maturity and obsolescence. The
principle of growth and decadence, of rise and fall in
life, is common to one and all.

' I t is God who hath created you irI weaknless :
Then after weakness hath given you strength :
Then after strength weakness and grey hairs.'
(Q. 30: 54)
' Seest thou not that God sendeth down vvater
from heaven, and guideth it along sc3 as to j€ o m
. - .
springs in the earth, then bringeth iorth by it
corn of varied sorts, then causeth it to wither,
and thou seest it become yellow, then crumbleth
it away ? Lo ! herein is instruction for men of
insight ? '
(Q. 39: 21)
Look at the provision of food. Among the animalkind there are some animals whose young ones feed on
milk, while others feed on a variety of food-stuffs.
Ponder over the system of nourishment devised for them.
Take the case of man. The moment he takes his birth,
the food that he needs provides itself for him in the
,exact form that his condition demands, and is provided
very close to him. The mother, in the intensity of her
affection for the new-born babe, hugs him to her bosom,
and at that very place, the child finds the store-house
of his nourishment. And then look at the manner
whereby his graded needs are attended to, calling for a
.continuous variation in diet. It has to agree with the
.successive changes in his condition. In the beginning,
the stomaqh of a child is so tender that a highly diluted
form of milk isneeded for him. That is why the milk
of the mother, even as among other animals, is very thin
1
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to begin with. But as the child grows and his stomach
becomes stronger as time passes, the milk of the mother
gradually thickens ; so much so, that as soon as the stage
of infancy is over and his stomach develops the capacity
to digest the normal food, the breasts of the mother dry
up. This is the sign of Providence indicating that the
child should no longer depend upon milk, but should be
able to try other forms of food.
' With pain his mother beareth him ; with pain
she bringeth him forth : and his bearing and
his weaning is thirty months.'
. (Q. 46: ' 5 )
Again, ponder over the way in which the principle
of Providence has ingrained in the very nature of the
mother the love that she has to bear towards her child.
It is this love of the mother which inspires in her the
noblest of sentiments. For her child's sake, there is
no sacrifice too great for her to bear. But as the child
grows in years, the love of the ,pother for the child
gradually diminishes in intensity and a time comes when,
though this feeling does not completely die out as among
the lower animals, there is a distinct subsidence in its
warmth. Why should it be so ? Why is it that the
moment a child is born, this great feeling of love takes a
sudden rise in the mother, and why, having lasted for
sometime, it gradually disappears ? This is so because
such is the working of the principle of Providence, such
the condition of its existence. Providence desires that
the child in its helpless state should be nourished by
others. It has therefore fixed the feeling of love in the
mother as a motive force for the child's nourishment.
When the child has reached a stage where it no longer
needs the careful attention of the mother, the need
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for her love also does not remain. In fact, its
continuance will cause unnecessary strain to the mother
and also hinder- the child's development. It is only
at the infant stage that the child needs tender nursing.
I t is why the love of the mother is intense at such a
stage. But as the child advances in years, the need for
external aid of every kind lessens. There is no doubt .
that a mother's love is always alive for her offspring,
however old he may grow. But this has only a social
value. It is no longer that instinctive care for him such
as it was in his infancy.
There is, however, a little difference between the
nursing of a human child and that of an offspring of the
lower living order. When for instance, a chicken comes
out of its shell, its constitution is different from that
of the young one who needs to be fed on milk. " It is
from the very beginning inclined to live on normal or
,ordinary food, provided there is some one to show it
the way. The moment the chicken comes out, it feels
the urge to seek out its food, and the mother hen shows
how to pick it out. Sometimes it picks out herself for
it, softens it within her stomach and when the chicken
opens its mouth, it brings it out from within and puts it
into its mouth.

The Inward Aspect
Stranger than the outward aspect of this scheme of
Providence is the inward aspect of it. Whatever provision one might find in the visible material aspect of life,
it will be of no value to it, if each living object were
not gifted at the same time with an inward talent to
make the right use of the provision afforded. The two
are so devised that the forces at work within are endowed
with the talent to harmonize with the outward material
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provisions of life, and help its growth and d~v~elopment.
There is no object of creation the constitution of which
is repellant to the means of its sustenance.
I n this connection, Mawlana Azad brings under
consideration two factors of life to which the Qur'Hn
draws repeated attention. One is what is called ' Taqdir '
loosely rendered into English
as fate, the other,
' ~ i d i ~',a or
t guidance.
Taqdzr-The meaning of ' Taqdir' is ' to assign ' a
particular role to everything whether quantitatively or
qualitatively. We therefore notice that every object
is bound both in its outward and inward aspects by
conditions warranted or fixed by its very nature, and
that these conditions are in perfect consonance with the
variegated demands of its growth and development.
' Everything hath He created
And measured out to each its measure.'

(Q. 2 5 : 2)
The question arises : Why is it 'that every object
takes its rise in an environment most congenial to it or
why should every object of creation both in its inward
and outward aspects agree with the character of its
environment and vice-versa ? This is so because, such
is the condition of life or ' Taqdir ' fixed for each object
in the interests of the object itself by its Wise Creator.
The law of ' Taqdir ' is not confined to the animal or
mineral world alone, but governs everything. Even the
world of planets is bound by it.
'The sun rolls on along its prescribed course.
This, the ordinance of the Mighty, the Knowing.'
(Q. 36 :38)
It is due to this law that every object of creation finds
in its environment all that it needs for its sustenance
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and development. The bird that flies, the fish that
swims, the quadruped that walks, or the insect that
crawls, has each a body which suits its environment or
such as that environment demands. You do not find
a bird live in water, because it cannot supply the environment which a bird needs. The fish does not take its
rise on the dry land, because dryness is not agreeable to
its life. If an object born in a certain environment rushes
into another, it comes into conflict with this law of life,
the law of ' Taqdir '. It either ceases to exist, or if
it continues to exist at all, it gradually develops a
constitution and a disposition which conform to the
character and behaviour of its new surroundings. And
then each species is moulded to suit a particular environment. An object which takes its rise in a cold climate
is meant to thrive only in that climate. The same is
true of those that take their rise in hot climates. The
bear thriving round the North Pole is not noticeable
along the Equator. The animals of the Torrid Zone
are not found in the Frigid.
Such is the law of Dispensation in Nature or of
r turn to the other factor viz.
Taqdir. Let
Hidiiyat.
Hid~yat-' HidZyat ' means to show the way, to
give direction along a path, to guide ; and there are
several forms of this of which mention will be made in
detail at a later stage. Here attention is to be
~nly
to that primary form of ' HidZyat ' which
out
for every object of creation appropriate avenues of
nourishunent, amd which stimulates its wants and directs
it to thie mean
- - - .s of its satisfaction. This ' HidZyat ' or
direction of Nature is indeed the Hidzyat of Rub~bzjat.
Were it not for this Hidiiyat implicit in Rubiibiyat, no
object of creation will profit by the means of kustenance
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and growth provided around it, and indeed life itself
will cease to functio~
s the Qur'Pn, is nothing
This directing f o ~
but the instinctive urgc "1 ~~dture,
or the t a k t inherent
in sense-perception. It is this inward force which
actuates a thing to be drawn to its means of sustenance.
The offspring of a human being or of an animal, the
moment it is delivered from the womb of its mother,
instinctively feels that its means of sustenance is in.the
breasts of its mother and forthwith draws itself to them.
The moment it touches the nipple of its mother's breast,
it automatically starts the process of sucking. We often
see how the kitten, the moment they are delivered, and
even before they open fheir eyes and the mother is still
licking at them, rush themselves to the breasts of their
mother. The infant which has just come out into life
and which has not as yet been affected by its external
world, instinctively realizes that the breasts of its
mother are the store-house of it! nourishment, and
promptly reaches its mouth to them. It is instinct
which guides the infant to its nourishment, before
it is guided to it by the light of its own sense
perception.
If you happen to have a cat in your house, you will
notice what she does when she gets pregnant. Supposd
this is her first experience. The moment she feels that
the time for delivery is approaching, she begins to search
for a place of security for her offspring to be. It ransacks
every nook and corner of the house for the right place.
Once she delivers her offspring in that place, she seems
to feel a sort of apprehension for their safety ; so much
so, that she shifts them from place to place. What is it
which impels this cat to search out places of security
for her coming offspring, or what is it that gives the idea
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to her that they would need security ? What is that
which lets her feel that the moment her offspring come
out, their enemy, the he-cat, will be roaming about to
sense and hunt them, and that she should change their
place of security from moment to moment ? Clearly
this is the Hidayat of instinct provided in the cat by
the Divine Rub~biyat. This instinct is inherent in
every living object to open out for it the way to life and
its sustenance.
The next stage in this scheme of direction is that of
the senses, and of the reasoning faculty. The lower
animals, though they do not possess the intellect which
helps reasoning and reflection, they have in them the
talent of sense perception to the extent they need in
their particular spheres of life and by means of which
they regulate and satisfy their wants of life-their needs
of habitation, food, reproduction, and safety. But this
talent in them is not uniform. On the other hand,
it is given to each in proportion to the demands of its
needs. The sense of smell is very acute in the ant, for,
it is through this sense that it has to fetch its food. The
sight of the eagle or of the vulture is very keen, for,
otherwise it cannot locate its food from on high. It
is unnecessary to find out whether this talent in the lower
animals exists in them from the very day of their
inception, or that it develops in them gradually in
response to the demands of their environment. It is
enough to know that this talent in them is the gift of
Nature.
It must be clear by now that, according to the Qur'h,
the RubGbiyat 6f God expresses itself in a comprehensive
plan of provision for every object of creation, affording
balance (Taswiyah) or proportion to its constitution, a
destiny or character appropriate to each (Taqdir), and
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an inward and outward sense of direction to it operating
for its free movement iri life (HidHyat). Indeed, the
Qur'iin takes particular care to make a mention of these
provisions. Says it :
' Praise the name of Thy Lord, the Most High !
Who hath created, and balanced all things,
Who hath fixed their destinies and guideth them.'
...

i

.

(Q.87 : 1-3)

The Underlying purpose-Such is the picture which
the Qur'iin presents of the process of Rubiibiyat of God
'by a reference to the nature of life at work in the Universe.
The presentation has a specific purpose to serve and that
is to offer the proof or evidence of the Unity of God on
the one hand, and to bring home to the mind of man,
on the other, that every thing in the Universe is
so designed that it is linked to every other under a single
principle of life and that everything is fitted into this
scheme for a specific purpose and that nothing is created
in vain :
' God hath created the Heavens and Earth " in
truth " or for a serious end :
Verily, in this is a sign (of Divine purpose) to
those who belie
(Q. 29 : 43)

' Our Lord ! All this, Thou hath not created in
vain.'
(Q. 3 : 188)
This purposive aspect of creation, Mawlana Azad
styles as Takhliq bil-Haq or creation for a serious end.
The term bil-Haq occurs in various places in the Qur'iin
just to emphasise that nothing exists without its value
!to life, and that Nature itself desires that whatever is to.
3

. .
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be fashioned should be so fashioned that it must contain
within it all that it needs for its sul
' For a serious end hath Ht
he heavens
and the earth : 'It is of Him tnat the night
returneth upon the day, and that the day
returneth upon the night : and He controlleth
the Sun and the Moon so that each speedeth to
an appointed goal.'
(Q. 39:7)
' It i s He who hath appointed the Sun for brightness and the Moon for a light, .and hath
ordained her stations that ye may learn the
numbering of years and the reckoning (of time).
God hath not created all this but for a serious
end. He maketh his signs clear
who
to
understand.'
The same term ' bil--Haq ' is also used, to mean
beauty of Nature or to suggest that within the bosom of.
the Universe or through and through its Nature, there
is at work a law of beauty or harmony which demands
that everything that fashions or shapes itself within it,
should be a thing of beauty or perfection :
' He hath created the heavens and the earth for
a serious end, and hath fashioned you and
given goodly forms.'
(Q. 64:3)
I n like manner, the Qur'5n cites the law of causation
as being implicit in the ' Takhliq-bil- Haq '. Everything
in this world has a talent appropriate to its role in life
and which in its manifestation has to produce a specific
result. These talents or characteristics and the results
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which flow from them are immutable. How then can
we expect that the good or the evil character of our
actions will not produce corresponding results ? Can
the Law of Nature which discriminates between the
good and the evil in everything fail to operate only in
the field of human actions ?
' Deem they whose gettings are only evil, that we
will deal with them as with those who believe
and work righteousness, so that their lives and
deaths shall be alike ? 111 do they Judge. In
all truth hath God created the heavens and the
earth that he may reward every one as he shall
have wrought ; and they shall not be wronged.'

(Q. 45 :20-21)

'

le ' life hereafter ' or the life after death is also a
,,,,,,,nitant
of the same ' Takhlzq-biz-@aq '. Everything
in the Universe serves a purpose or moves towards a
specific goal. So it is with the fife of man which has a
purpose to serve or a goal towards which it has to move.
The goal is the ' life hereafter '. For, it is unthinkable
that man should be created just to live for a few moments
and then get completely annihilated.
' Have they not considered within themselves that
God hath not created the heavens and the earth
and all that is between them but for a serious
end and for a fixed term ? But truly most men
believe not that they shall meet their Lord.'

Rububiyat: Proof of Unity of Gou
It will be interesting to note here that the Qur'iin draws
upon the display of divine attributes for its argument in
support of its leading doctrinnl postulates, particularly
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on the function of Rubfibiyat. In respect of the unity of
God, for instance, its pleais that the very fact that the
working of the Universe should regulate itself in such a
way that everything therein contributes to life and growth
and provides for every situation and every condition,
should instinctively raise the conviction in man that there
exists a being who provides life to the entire universe
and looks after it and who for that purpose must necessarily possess certain attributes, without the display
of which such a complete and flawless machinery of
existence would never have taken its rise. The Qur'5n
.asks : Can the instinct of man ever impel him to
believe that all this. machinery of life has come into
existence,by itself, and that no aim or purpose underlies
it ? Is it possible that this machinery of existence, sudj
as it is, has no designer for it whatsoever ? Does this
entire order of life owe its existence to just a blind and
deaf Nature, a lifeless matter, or an insensitive electron,
and not to a being possessing a will of its own and a
directing intellect ?
If so, the position will be this. The function of
providence is at work everywhere ; and this without an
agent behind it. There is design in everything and this
without a designer. Mercy is:dispensed and this without a merciful dispenser. In short, everything is there
and this without there being anything. The nature of
man can hardly agree to believe that there can ever be
an action without an actor, orderliness without a director,
a plan without a planner, a building without a builder,
a design without a designer, everything without the
existence of anything. The very instinct of man will
cry out that such cannot be the case. His very nature
is so constituted that it cannot but affirm. It has no
room for doubt or disbelief.

.
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The Qur'in points out that it is against the nature of
man that he should ponder over the working of the
universe and yet deny thf: existence of an all-embracing
Providence. The Qur'Zn says : Man can deny everything
under the stress of indifference or arrogance, but he
cannot deny his own nature. He can go against everything, but he cannot go against himself. When he
looks around and finds that the hand of Providence is
at work everywhere, his very nature will proclaim that
what he beholds cannot exist without a Providence.
Be it noted that the method of presentation observed
by the Qur'5n is not to offer postulates or intellectual
poses and to base its argument thereon. On the other
hand, its appeal is to man's natural instincts and aptitudes.
It points out that the sense of God is inherent in human
nature. If one denies it through indiffe;ence, he needs
to be warned against that indifference. But the method
to employ for this should not wholly be intellectual in
character. On the other hand, it should be such as
could touch his heart and rouse his conscience. Once
that is done, he needs no argument to bring conviction
to him. That will come to him as a matter of course.
It is why the Qur'Zn cites man's own nature as an argument against himself.
' Nay, man is a telling witness against himself,
although he tenders excuses.'
(Q* 75 :14-15)
The Qur'Pn addresses human nature itself and invites an answer from its very depths.
'Say : Who supplieth you sustenance from the
heaven 'and the earth ? Who hath power over
hearing and sight ? And who bringeth forth
the living from the dead, and bringeth forth
'
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the dead from the living ? And who ruleth
over all things ? They will surely say : " God ".
Will ye not therefore mind Him ?
Ouch then is God, your true Lord: nnd when
truth is gone, what remaineth but en
Iow
then are ye so perverted ? '

(Q.I 0 :12-33)
Qur'On asks further :
' Is not Godthe more worthy of the gods they join
with Him ?
Ts not he (the more worthy) who hath made the
heavens and the earth, and hath sent down rain
to you from the sky by which we cause luxuriant
groves to spring up. It is not in your power to
cause the trees to grow. What ! a god with
God ? Yea ! They are people who ascribe
equals (unto Him).
Is not He (the more worthy) who hath set the
Earth so firm,and placed rivers in its fold and
hath placed mountains upon it and set a barrier
between the two seas ? What ! a God with
God ? Nay, most of them know not.
Is not He (the more worthy) who answereth the
oppressed when they cry to Him, and .take&
off their ills, and make you to succeed your sir&
on the earth ? What ! a God with God ?
Little do they reflect !
Is not He (the more wortny) who guideth you in
the darkness of the land and of the sea, and.
who sendeth forth the winds as heralds of His
mercy ? What ! a God with God ? Far from
God be, the Exalted High, what ye join with
Him !
I
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Is not He (the more worthy) who projects creation,
then reneweth it, and who supplieth you out of
the heaven and the earth ? What ! a god with
God ? Say : Bring forth your proofs, if ye
speak the truth.'
(Q. 27 :60-65)
Every one of the questions raised here is a definite
argument in itself ; for, to every one of these questions
there is but one answer, and it is that human nature .is
an universal and recognised factor to reckon with.
The innumerable references made in the Qur'in to
r object in the universe
the means of life
and t o the diverse aspects
system of providence
form in fact the basis of thc3 Quranic argurnent in :support
of the Unity of God.
--3
' T ,et man look at his rlouu
;
1s We who (first) rained down the copious
ns,
~ r l e r cleft
l
the earth with clefts,
And caused the up-growth of the grain,
And grapes and healing herbs,
And fruits and herbage,
For the service of yourselves and of your cattle.'
I

(Q.80: 24-32)
Reflect here over the phrase, ' let man look '. However indifferent man may grow,. or avoid to face the
realities of life, these realities, will in their extent
and universality, always stare him hard in the face. One
may shut his eyes to everything in the world; but he
cannot shut them to the means of his own sustenance.
Let him look at the food he places before himself. What
is it ?-a grain of wheat. Let him place that grain-into
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the hollow of his hand, and let him think over what
stages has it not had to pass through before it could
emerge in its present form. Was it possible for this
insignificant grain to have come into existence had not
the entire frame-work of life participated actively in its
growth, and that, in a particular manner ? And when
such a system of organised codperation is at work, could
it be said that it has no organiser to direct its operation ?
I n the Chapter Nahal, the argument is presented in
another form.
' Ye have (also) a lesson in the cattle.
We give you drink of the pure milk from between
dregs and blood, which is in their bellies ;pure beverage palatable to them that quaff it.
And from the fruits of the palm and the vine, ye
get exhilarating drink and healthful nutriment :
I n this, verily, there are signs for those who reflect.
And thy Lord hath taught the bee, saying :
Provide thee cells in the mountains, and in the
trees, and in the hives which men do build
thee.
Feed then on every kind of fruit, and pursue the
ways of your Lord. From its belly cometh
forth a fluid of varying hues which yieldeth
medicine to man. In this, verily, are signs for
the thoughtful.'
(Q. 16 :68-71)
Even as the Qur'Pn has cited the world of creation as
a proof of the existence of a Creator, so also has it
referred to the order of life and growth in the Universe
not only to prove the existence of a directing mind, but
to establish that even as this order is flawless and
complete, so is the Mind that regulates it.

.
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One may express this in plainer form. We notice
that everything in this world needs sustenance and is
provided with it. Surely, there must be some one who
could provide it. Who then could it be ? Certainly
not one who himself is in need of sustenance. Read
the following verses where this method of argument is
employed :
' What think ye ? That which ye sowIs it you who cause it to grow, or do we cause it to
spring forth ?
If we pleased, we could so make your harvest dry
and brittle that ye would lament and say :
" Truly have we incurred expense, yet are we deprived of harvest."
What think ye of the water ye drink ?
Is it ye who send it down from the clouds, or we ?
Brackish could we make it, if we pleased ?
Will ye not then be thankful ?
What think ye of the fire you sti-ike ?
Is it ye who rear for it the trees or do we rear ?
It is we who have made it as a remembrancer, and
a protection to the way-farer of the desert.'
(Q. 56 : 63-72)

Rububiyat :Proof of the Life Hereafter
The term ' Takhliq-bil- Hlq ' further argues the
need.for ' Life hereafter ' or the life after what is called
' death '. That is the goal towards which the life on
earth has to move, for, it is unthinkable that man should
be created just to live for a few moments and then get
annihilated completely; A thing which has been devised
with such met'iculous care and circumspection has always
a meaning to offer and a purpose to serve. An object
like the human being, who is made to appear the best of

.
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objects .on earth and for whose development so much
has been carefully provided, is certainly not meant to be
a thing which has no better purpose to serve than to strut
on earth for a few moments and then disappear for ever.
The Creator of the Universe who has created everything
for a specific purpose will not throw away the best of his
creation, viz., man, as a piece of no value or of little
consequence.
' What ! Do you think that we had created you
for pastime and 'that ye should not be brought
back to us ? '
(Q. 23: 117)
' Have they not considered within themselves
that God hath not created the heavens and the
earth and all that is between them but for a
serious end and for a fixed term ? But truly
most of them believe not that they shall meet
their Lord.'
(Q. 30: 7)
So far, the subject has been presented after the simple
manner of the Qur'Zn. In the language of science,
however, one may state that man is the latest and the
noblest link in the process of creative evolution. If we
look back, says Mawlana Azad, across time to the very
first impulse of life in creation, life on earth will be found
to be an immeasurably lengthy process of evolution aiming at, and culminating in the completion of man. In
other words, Nature has taken billions and billions of years
in its endeavour to give shape to its noblest piece of art,
viz. man. Visualize to yourself that far off distant
event when this planet of Earth was thrown out of the
moulten mass of matter, the Sun, and the long period it
must have taken to cool and acquire equable temperature
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and become fit for life to grow thereon. Who knows how
long did it take before the first germ of life, now called
.protoplasm, could emerge, or how long it took to mould
a body for it, andcarry it forward from a lower form to
.a higher, and so in, till it could assume its present human
shape. And even then, who knows how long it must
have taken to build the requisite intellect for him before
man could take his station on the cultural plane.. We
shall not be wrong if we assert that what all that has been
wrought since the formation of the Earth is but one long
story of man's growth and development.
' The question arises : Shall an object in the shaping
of which Nature has hxd to make such prolonged careful
arrangement was meant just to eat and drink for a little
moment on Earth and get extinguished for ever ?
A further question arises as a corollary. If the life
of man has in the past undergone an endless series of
changes only to assume a higher form every time, why
should we not expect a continuation of the same process
in future ? When we are not surprised at the process in
the past of one phase of life emerging out of another in
succession, why should we grow sceptical, when it is
said that the present form of human life disappears only
to assume a still higher form ?

" Thinketh man that he is to be left to drift ? Was
he not a mere germ in the seminal state, And
was he not then made into a clod of blood, Out
of which God fashioned him?'

'And surely, from state to state, shall ye be carried
forward.'

(Q. 84 : '9)
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Rububiyat : Proof of Revelation
In like manner the Qur'gn draws from this very
order of Rubiijiyat or Divine Providence the principle of
good and evil that is to be at work in the life of man and
draws also the argument for Divine revelation. It is not
conceivable, says Mawbna Azad, that the God of all the
Worlds, 'Rabbul ' Ala&in ', who has provided the'rneans
of physical growth and development to everything,
should omit to provide for the welfare of the spirit,
or that he has not devised a system or law of life which
could attend to the spiritual needs of man.
'The Revelation of the Book is from God, the
Mighty, the Wise ! '
(Q.45 : 1)
The Qur'gn is certainly aware of those who doubt
the principle of Revelation.
'No just estimate do they form of God when they
say: Nothing hath God revealed to a human
being.'
(Q. 6: gr)
*

For such, the Qur'iin presents the analogy of the physical world, so as to suggest by implication that even
as the physical needs of man are provided in an organized
form, so also there does exist a provision for his spiritual
needs,
The Rubiibiyat of God is but an asFect of the creative
activity of God and springs from the supremely Divine ,
attribute of aha at or Graciousness of God, the view. .-.-.
on which of Mawlana Azad are set forth in the next' '
chapter.

CHAPTER 111

THE ATTRIBUTE OF GRACIOUSNESS
SECTION I :. GRACIOUSNESS IN DIVINE SETTING

The system of Rubiibiyat or of Divine providence
discussed in the preceding chapter is a striking reality
of life. But, points out Mawlana Azad, a greater reality
than this is at work everywhere in the Universe and on
which this very order of ' RubiiSiyat ' depends ; and it is
what the Qur'iin styles as the Rahmat or graciousness or
mercy of God which lends beauty or perfection to every
object of creation. The divine assurance runs :
' My Rabmat encompasses everything in the Universe.'
(Q. 7 : 156)
L"

The principle of Rahmat is pointedly brought to
view in the second verse of the opening chapter of the
QurY5n,the Si-irat-ul-Fatih~and indeed in the formula
standing at the head of it,-' In the name of Allah, the
Mjst Gracious, the Most Merciful.' Both the terms
used in this verse, Ar-Rahmizn and Ar-Rah~m,are derived
from Rabrnat which denotes the type of tenderness which
expresses itself in kindness to others for its own sake
and covers in its connotation every aspect of love,
affection, benevolence and generosity. Ar-Rahmzn
means the being who possesses Rabmat and Ar-Ra&m
the being who not merely possesses Rabmat but gives
perennial expression to it, or a being from whom everything in the Universe derives goodness every moment.

'
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The purpose of the Qur'5n in bringing to mind the two
aspects together is to emphasise the all-encompassing
character of the Rahmat or the graciousness of God.
The objective of ' Rubiibiyat ' is sustenance of life
in the Universe. But sustenance alone is not the goal of
life. The machinery of life was not worth coming into
existence if every action of it were not endowed with the
talent to promote steadi self-perfection. Philosophy
points out that the urge of Nature is to aim at form and
beauty. Form demands proportion, and beauty demands
harmony. The two constitute the compulsive law of
life. But the question arises : Why this compulsiveness ?
Why harmony alone, and not the reverse of it ?
Philosophy fails to give an answer to these questionings.
In the words of a renowned philosopher ' where " why"
begins, philosophy ends '. But the Qur'zn offers an
answer. This compulsiveness, it points out, is the
compulsiveness of Divine graciousness. The grace
of God demands that whatever comes into being must
be good and beautiful, and so it is. Asks the Qur'gn :

' Say : Whose is all that is in the heave:ns and the
earth ?
Say : God's. He hath im~osedgraciouallc= on
himself as a Law.'
(Q. 6 : 12)
Mawlana Azad draws attention to numerous passages
in the Qur'iin which go to emphasize that every object
of creation is good in itself and is meant to subserve the
welfare of man. This truth is summed up in the
following verse :

' And He hath subjected to you all that is in the
heavens and all that is in the earth. Ali is
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from Him. Verily, herein are signs for those
vho reflc
1. 45 :.12)
A

The principle of Rafimat, points out Mawlana Azad,
works in such a fashion that all living objects are served
simultaneously with what they need without distinction.
Even as a man living in a mansion may feel that the entire
creation exists only for him, even so, an ant may say that
everything is meant to subserve its needs. And who
can deny this ? Does not the Sun in reality exist to
provide warmth to the ant, the rain come to offer moisture
to it, and the air waft to bring the smell of sugar to i t ?
Does not the Earth exist to provide the type of shelter
that this ant needs in every changing season ? The
blessings of Nature follow a law of universal and simultaneous application to everything that exists.
' No kind of animal is there on Earth, nor bird that
flieth with its wings, but they are cornrnuniti es
like unto you.'
(Q. 6 : 38)

Splitting and Building
One should not forget that the world of &I is
one of necessary conflict. Here splitting is accompanied by building. Every dispersal has a counter
gathering. Even as the breaking of stones is meant
only to carve out a thing of beauty, even so, the
process of destruction in the Universe only subserves
the demands of a beauteous construction. Nature
builds every corner of life's edifice assiduously. It
moulds every tiny part of it with equal care. In the
interest of beauty, it counters obstruction. It is this
urge for perfection which sometimes has to produce
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convulsions or catastrophies, although these are not, in
reality, evidence of destruction. In fact, there is no
destruction anywhere in life. AU that happens is proof
. ~ constructiveness.
f
The storms in the oceans, the
high floods in the rivers, the volcanic eruptions in
mountains, the snow-falls over trees, the hot winds of
summer, the thunders of the rainy season, and clouds,
.and hurricanes-all the5e may not be pleasing. But
.the fact is that every disturbing event in the frame-work
of life is as much a contributory force to perfection as
anything that you may think of. Were there no storms
in the ocean, you will not have rain on the plains. Were
the clouds to produce no lightning, we shall have no
rain at all. Were there no volcanic Gruptions in moun.tains, the boiling lava within the bosom of the Earth
will burst out and spread over its surface. One may
question, why at all there should be boiling lava within
the ~ a r t h? But we should know that but for it, the
.quality of growth and development in the things of the
earth would never have displayed itself. I t is to this
truth of life that the Qur'Hn draws repeated attention, as
for instances
' And of His signs are, that He showeth you the
lightning, a source of awe and hope ;and that He
sendeth down rain from the heaven and giveth
life by it to the Earth when dead. Herein are
signs for those who understand. :
(Q* 30: 23)

The Beauty of Nature
The greatest blessing of nature, says the Qur'sn,
is its beauteous aspect which is but a reflection of the
Divine Rabmat. Nature does not simply destroy and
construct. It constructs in a manner pleasing to the eye.

,
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In fact, the very nature of the Universe is constituted of
beauty. Even as elements are created to give a form to
the Universe, even so is it invested with the qualities of
colour, light and shade, and of rythm and melody in
order to lend beauty to it.
Such is He who knoweth the invisible and the
visible, the Mighty, the Merciful, who hath made
everything which He hath created most perfect.
(Q. 32 :. 5-6)

.

There is
.bt that
t in life things of ugly
.
bearing lying close to oDjects pleasing to the eye. We
listen to the melodious note of the nightingale along
with the disturbing cry of the crow. The composite
melody of life is to be composed of a diverse variety of
notes. Such is the law of harmony in life.
The seven heavens raise their voice' of praise
and all who are therein ; neither is there aught
which doth not celebrate his praise ; but their
notes of praise ye understand not. ..
(Q. I7 : 47)

..

Beauty according to the Qur'Hn, lies in balance and
proportion and these are v6uch-safed to every object
and there is no flaw in its setting :
' Praise the name of thy Lord; the Most High,
who hath created and balanced all things.'
(Q. 87: 1-2)

' 0 man ! Who hath misled thee against thy
'-

generous Lord,
Who hath created thee and moulded thee and
shaped thee aright ? '
(Q. 82 : 6-7)
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' (Blessed be He) who hath created seven heavens
one above another : No defect can'st thou see in
the ~handiwmkof the God of Mercy. Repeat thy
gaze. Seest thou a single flaw ? Then twice
more repeat thy gaze : thy gaze will return to
thee dulled and weary.'
(Q. 67 : 3-4)

' The handiwork of the God of Mercy ' is the term
used here. Everything, the Qur'iin points out, is the
creation of one who is not merely a creator, but a creator
who at the same time is God of Mercy, and that where
mercy is at work, there shall dwell beauty and perfection. The display of Rahmat in life, contends Mawlana
Azad, is on that account proof not only of Divine Unity,
but of Revelation and the life hereafter.
zest in Life

Mawlana Azad cites the zest of living noticed in life
as a further aspect of Divine Rahmat or beneficence.
The struggle for existence, he points out, is noticeable
in every field of life and in every corner of it. Life taken
as a whole is a series of trials.
Surely, we have created man to face trials.
(Q. 90 : 4)
Yet, it is so fashioned that under the stress of desires
and passions, man enthusiastically engages himself in one
or other activity. It is this zest for life that helps him
to bear life's difficulties, and extract from it the comfort
and happiness that he needs. The greater the difficulties to counter, the greater the zest that one displays
for life. Should life be emptied of its trials, man will
assuredly feel a void and come to regard it as not worth
pursuing. The observation is endorsed by Mawlana
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Azad by a reference to a variety of human experiences
and even to the variegated behaviour of Nature. He
particularly draws attention to the law of Taxwzj or of
producing a thing by two's, as a contributory force to
zest in living. Nothing is produced solitarily single,
says he. It always comes out in two's, one being a
complement to the other. The day has its counter part
in the night ; the morning in the evening ; the male in
the female species, and life iri death.
And of everything, have we created pairs ; that
haply ye ma) reflect.
(Q. 51 :49)
:lory be to Him, who . hath created pairs of all
things, of what the Earth groweth, and of mankind
themselves, and of things beyond their ken.

(Q. 36 :36)
It is this law of Nature which infuses into man and
woman the talent for mutual attraction, providing thereby the requisite opportunity for family life.
:reator of the heavens and of the earth ! He hath
given you mates from among your own selves,
and cattle, male and female-by this means to
multiply you.
(Q. 42 :9).
: Qur'5n states that this arrangement is devised

to induce love between them and peace of mind, so that
through their joint co-operation, they might with confidence bear and counter the trials of life.
'ad one of his signs it is, that he hath created
mates for you of your own species, that ye may
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dwell with them, and hath put love and tenderness between you: Herein truly are signs for
those who reflect.

(Q.30 : 20)
Survival of the useful
A form of life meant to display beauty, says Mawlana
Azad, would not have maintained itself for long unless
provision was made to sustain that beauty and rid it of
all that affected it. Naturc.is ever at work to clear the
weeds and preserve that which deserves preservation.
This process is loosely styled as the ' survival of the
fittest '. But the Quranic emphasis is not on the physical
aspect of things but on one's usefulness to life in general.
It points out that only that continues to live which has
some usefulness about it, or something good to offer to
life.
' He sendeth down the rain from heaven ; then
flow the torrents in their due measure, and the
flood beareth along swelling foam. And from
the metals which are molten in the fire for the
sake of ornaments or utensils, a like foam ariseth.
As to the foam, it is quietly gone : and as to
what is useful to man, it remaineth on the earth.'
(Q. I 3 : 17)
The Decree of Truth
The Qur'2n argues that just as in the physical aspect
of the world that which is most useful to life survives,
even so, in the inward aspect, only that which is most
useful to it should survive ? In this connection, the
Qur'3n uses two terms-flaq and BztiZ, truth and falsehood.
I n Arabic, the root word Haqaq signifies stability
or durability. That which is lasting is Haq. BqtiI is

.
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just ,the opposite of it, or that which is not lasting. So,
whenever there is a conflict between flaq and Bz~~Z,
the
success rests with Haq. That is what the Qur'Pn calls
Qa4z biz @aq, the decree of truth.
And say : Truth is come, and falsehood is vanished.
Verily, falsehood is a thing that vanisheth.

(Q. 17:83)
Whenever the term Haq is used, the Qur'5n not only
advances the claim of truth to durability, to its' right to
prevail, but sets the criterion by which one might easily
distinguish between what is I;Iaq and what is BPfil, what
is to endure and what is to disappear ; so much so, that
the attributive term is applied not only to God, the Ever
True, the Everlasting, Al-flaq, but to the revealed word
of God or Revelation as well.
Were it not for Nature's excision of what is not useful to life and the preservation of what is useful to it,
there would have been chaos in life.
But if truth had followed in
ain - of-- 1their
desires, the heavens and the C ~ I L I ~ and all that
therein is, had surely come t:o ruin.

But the law of truth does not assert that every ' B
or untruth or that which is not useful to life must necessarily be extinguished forthwith or that every expression of truth should produce an immediate effect. Such
a line of action is repugnant to the law of Rabmat. Even
as in the outward physical world, so also in the inward
life of man, the law of steady movement prevails. It
allows time for reflection and for making amends. Else,
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no one or no group of people indulging in wickedness
will survive for a moment.
' Should God hasten (the' consequence of) evil on
men as they fain would hasten their good, then
were their end decreed.'

(Q.I 0 : 12)

:

Process :Gradual
The laws of nature are so devised that they do not
work for sudden or dramatic metamorphosis in anything.
On the other hand, they proceed on certain steady lines.
Their movement or operation follows a gradual process.
.The Qur'5n makes this clear. While it affirms 'that
whatever (law of life) we have decreed, is unalterable ',
it points out at the same time that ' we do not impose
any undue hardship on man on that account'.. (Q. 50 : 28).
Nature has fixed for everything a period of rise, and a
period of decline, slow and steady either way. The
phenomenon is observable not merely in the life of man,
but in the life of every other object of creation. For
everything is set a period, or 'ajl as styled by the Qur'Pn,
and it varies with every object of creation.
This process of steady movement is evidently intended, in its application to human life, to help man'
pause and reflect at every stage and adjust himself with
the laws operating in the process. The provision of
this opportunity for correction is a provision of Rahmat
or the grace of God. The Qur'sn says that were this
dquipment, none would
provision absent fror
have profited by life,
~ e r yslip would have spelt
ruination to it.
' If God should chastise men according to their
deserts, he would not leave any moving thing
on the surface of the earth. But for an appointed
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term, doth He respite them. And when their
time shall come, then verily God's eye is on His
servants.'
(Q. 35: 45)
The process applies equally well to the upward and
the downward march in life. In the upward march, it
allows time for easy gathering af perfection from stage
to stage ; and on the downward path, it allows time for
correction.
To all-both to these and those, the good and the
bad people, do we prolong the giftsof thy Lord ;
for not to any shall the gifts of thy Lord be
denied.

(Q.17: 21)
Purposive
ie
If man desires to profit by the latitude furnished by
this process, he can in proper time make amends for
every mishap, and march upward. On the other hand,
if he misses the opportunities so afforded, he steadily
goes down till the inevitable decree, implicit in his
behaviour, overtakes him.
And when their time is come they shall not delay
or advance it an hour.
(Q.16:61)
The Qur'iin points out that every action in life takes
its own time to produce its result. For everything a
measure of time is measured out.
' But if they turn their backs, say : I have warned
you all alike ; but I know not whether that with
which ye are threatened be nigh or distant.'
(Q.21 : 109)

s6
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But the Qur'Zn asks us not to apply our sense of time
to everything in life. The operation of nature is such
that even the greatest computation of time according to
our time-sense may be but a day for it.

And they will bid thee to hasten the chastisement.
But God cannot fail His warning. And verily,
a day with thy Lord is as a thousand years, as
ye reckon them !
How many cities have I long borne with, wicked
though they were, yet then laid hold on them to
chastise them ! Unto Me shall all return.
(Q.

22 : 46947)

People generally expect immediate results for what
they do. The Arabs of the Prophet's time, who dissented from him, used to taunt him with the observation that were their ways really evil, they should meet
with instantaneous punishment. But they forget that
the delay in the emergence of effect is only meant to
give time for them to repent and make amends. Such is
the law of Rabmat at work in life.
; promise be made
And they say : When
good, if ye speak true
Say : Haply a part of what ye desire to be hastened may be close behind you.
h d truly, the Lord is full of goodness towards
men : but most of them are not thankful.
7

1:

ill challenge tklee to Ihasten 1the punish.
ment : but had there not been a season fixed for
it, that punishment had already come upon

.
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them. But it shall overtake them when they
look not for it.
(Q. 29: 53)
b
n

we delay it, brlt until a time appoin.ted.

('3. 11: :I 06)
The point to note is not what time an evil action takes
to produce its result, but what type of people really
triumph in the end. The Qur'iin asserts that it is the
righteous who will succeed in the end.
Say : 0 my people ! Act: as ye may choose to
act ; I indeed will act my part, and ye shall
know whose is the final goal ? Undoubtedly
the unjust will not prosper.
(Q. 6 : 135)
The Qur'iin enunciates the principle that virickedness
. .
in all forms is bound to fail and that goodness is bound
to succeed. Wherever this principle, is referred to or
emphasised in the Qur'sn, it is expressed in terms such
as, ' Surely those who transgress shall not prosper,'
(6 :21)-' Surely, the wicked shall not prosper', (10 : 18)
-' God prospereth not the work of the evil-doers,'
(10 : 81)-' God guideth not the people who do not
believe ', (9: 37)-' God guideth not the people who
transgress', (3 : 80) and so forth.
The principle underlying here does not suggest that
the door of guidance or correction is wilfully closed or
that those falling m d e r these categories will be misled.
It is a matter of regret that the commentators of the
Qur'iin have failed to understand the significance of the
technique observed by the Qur'iin. What the Qur'iin
states is that notwithstanding the fact that the law of
causation is at work in life, the Ra(imat of God offers
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to man opportunities of correction, and that when these
are disregarded or, in other words, when guidance is
flouted, that the law takes its inevitable course. The
term emplayed by the Qur'an for opportunities of
improvement is Tamattu' and is applicable to all conditions
of life and is afforded to every one without distinction.
Says the Qur'Pn :
' Yes ! We have given these men and their fathers
opportunities for profiting even by lengthened
lives. '
(0.'2 : 45)

.,

Expressions occurring in the Qur'Pn like, ' We gave them
respite for a while-that
they may ,enjoy themselves
awhile ', ' Enjoy yourselves then ; but in the end, ye
shall know (the truth) ', and so on, go only to emphasise
the principle under consideration.

Decree of Truth, and Natil
The law of ' Truth ' or of survival is applicable to
groups of people or nations even as to individuals, and
determines the conditions of their rise and fall. The
Qur'an points out that even as in the case of individuals,
so in the case of nations, every group of people which
has no use or value to life is eliminated. Only they live
or survive who subserve or advance the cause of life.
That is the Law of Rabmat. For otherwise, human
wickedness will have no check placed thereon.
'And were it not for the restraint of one by means
of others imposed on men by God, verily, the
earth had been utterly corlrupted. But God is
bouniteous to his creatures.'
I

(Q. 2 : 252)

b
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The same truth is expressed in the following words :
'And if God had not repelled some men by others,
cloisters, and churches, and synagogues, and
mosques wherein the name of God is ever commemorated, would surely have been destroyed.'
(Q. 22 :41)

Process gradual
Even as in the life of things, a process of gradual
effect is at work in the life also of nations. The door for
returning to the good-way or for self-correction is always
open to them; for, such is the principle of Rahmat
governing all life.
' And we have distributed them in the earth as
(separate) peoples. Some of them are upright
and some are otherwise ; and by good things
and by unpleasant things do we test them in
order that they might return to us.'
(Q.7:167)
Even for nations as for individuals, a time limit is
set during which they will have to return to the straight
path, if, on any account, they have strayed away from it.
'Do they not see that they are put on trial every
year once or twice ? Yet they neither repent
nor do they heed the warning.'
(Q. 9' :
*

If opportunities thus afforded are missed, the law
takes.its course.
'Every nation hath its set time. And when their.
time is come, they shall not retard it sIn hour, and,
they shall not advance it.'
(Q*7 :32)

,:

.
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'We have never destroyed a city except that whose
term (according to the law of life) was fixed.
No people can foretell or retard its destiny.'

(Q. I5 : 4-51
The same law weeds out the undesirables,-those
not useful to human life-and instals others in their
place to carry out the purposes of life.
This, because thy Lord will not destrov the cities
in their sin, while their people arc: yet UIiconscious of the wrong they do.
And for all, are grades of recompense as the result
of their *deeds; and of what they do, thy Lord
is not regardl~nc
And thy Lord is self-stifficient,, the LoIrd of M[ercy.
If he please
.ay rem.ove yo1J and cause
whom He will ro r -uI - -e your place, c v c l r AS he
had caused you to succeed those who had sprung
from a different seed.
(Q. 6 : 131 - 133)
,
In the latitude and the opportunities for self-correction given to man, Mawlana Azad reads the most striking expression of divine Rabmat. It is true that the
Qur'gn emphasises that every action has its inevitable
reaction. or remlt. But at the same time, it makes it
clear that this law does not close its door for correction.
In fact, opportunities for making amends are provided
to every one at every turn. They are always close at
hand. The moment one begins to feel repentent, the
force of mercy is promptly released, and every drop of
tear one sheds in contrition washes a stain of sin and
one feels that he had never committed any sin at all.
As the Prophet has said : ' One who repents sincerely
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is like one who has never committed any sin.' Says the
Qur'fin :
' Those who shall repent and believe and do good
deed-for them God will change their evil deeds
into good deeds, for, God is Gracious, Merciful.'
(Q. 25 : 70)
-The scope of Dil
)rgiveness, as depicted by the
Qur'sn, is vast, and unlimited. However serious the
sin committed, whatever the nature of one's wickedness
and whatever the period in which one has lived in sin,
the moment one feels repentent and sincerely knocks at
the door of mercy, the response is forgiveness.
' 0 My servants, who' have transgressed .to your
own hurt, despair not of God's Mercy, for all
sins doth God forgive. Gracious, Merciful is
He. '
(Q. 39 : 54)

SECTION 11
?ESS IN HUMAN SETTING

The question at this stage arises : what is the Quranic
objective in drawing attention to divine attributes,
particularly the attribute of Rabmat which, as Mawlana
Azad points out, permeates every other attribute and
imparts to each its qualifying touch ? The answer is
given by the Prophet in his noble injunction: ' Develop
in yours~lfthe attributes of God.' And since Rabmat
is an all-embracing divine attribute, it follows that the
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primary objective of man should be ,to give to every
thought and activity, whatever the field-social, economic
or political-the touch of this great quality.
Bond of love between God and Man-The Qur'sn
makes it clear that the bond subsisting between God and
His creation, mankind, is one of love.
. Yet there are men who take to them images along
with God, and love them with the love that
should truly be shown to God. But in the
faithful, the love of God is the stronger !
(Q.2 : 161)
Say: If ye love God, follow me : God will love
you, and forgive your sins, for God is Forgiving
Merciful.
Q. 3 : 29)
Over and over again the Qur'gn emphasises that
belief in God must necessarily result in the love of God,
0 ye who believe ! should any of you desert this
path, God will then raise up a people loved by
Him, and loving Him.
(Q. 5 : 59)
-.=

The Qur'Hn points out that the love of God is to be
expressed through one's love of God's creatures. He
who desires to love God has necessarily to learn to love
his creatures.
' Who for love of God disburseth his wealth etc.'
(Q. 2 : 172)
Who though longing for it themselves, bestow
their food on the poor and the orphan and the
captive, (and say) :

,
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' We feed you for the sake of God : We seek from
you neither recompense nor thanks.'

(Q. 76 :8-9)

%

This truth has been expressed impressively in a
tradition of the Prophet. ' On the day of Judgment,
God will address a particular individual : " 0 son of
Adam ! I was sick, but you did not attend on me."
Bewildered, this individual will say : " How is that
possible ? You are after all the Supreme Lord of all
the Worlds, (and cannot fall sick)." God will reply:
"Do not you remember that so and so among my servants
was ill and lying close to you, and you did not turn t o
him in sympathy. If you had but gone near him, you
would have found me beside him." In like manner,
God will address another individual: " 0 son of
Adam ! I had asked of you a piece of bread ; but
you would not give it to me." The individual will
submit : '' How is that possible ? Could God need
bread? " And God will reply : " Do riot you remember
that so and so among my servants had in a moment of
hunger asked of you bread, and did you not refuse to
give it to him ? If you had given him food, you would
have found me beside him." Similarly, God will ask
yet another individual : " 0 son of Adam! I had asked
of you a cup of water, but you did not give it to me.''
The individual will cry out : " How is that possible ?
How can God feel thirsty ? " God will reply : " So and
SO of my servants who was thirsty asked of you water,
but you did not give it to him. If you had given it to
him, you would surely have found me beside him."

Deeds and prayer
The same consideration is implicit in the various
forms of devotion and action suggested for man
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by the Qur'Zn. It is implicit also in the emphasis it lays
on specific virtues or qualities one has to develop and is
implicit also in the distinction made between what is
lawful and what is not lawful. So great is the stress
in man of the quality of Rahmat
laid on the prc
or mercy ! Ir
~nno other attribute of God does
it lay the stress that it lays on this attribute. The references to it occur in more than 300 places of
the Qur'Zn; and if we include other attributes which in
one form or another are co:ncomitants of it, such as
providence, benevolenLce, for13earance, and forgiveness,
-- Irlucn
-1
so, that the Qur'an from
the number enlarges, su
cover to cover assumes the role of but a single unified
message of divine mercy. Indeed, the life and teaching
of the Prophet of Islam may be expressed in a phraseworship of One God and love of His creation. A wellknown I;Iadifi states that the mercy of God is for those
who show mercy to God's creatures. Christ's famous
saying runs : ' Show kindness to those who live on earth,
so that he who is in Heaven may show kindness to you '.
In precisely the same style the Prophet of Islam E;aid,
' Graciously kind is God, the Holy the H igh. S1how
kindness to those on earth so that Divine g L d L C may
descend upon you from above.' Many a H a d i a mag
be quoted wherein it is said that God's mercy is for
those who show mercy to others, though the obiect of
mercy may be as insignificant a thing as a s~
The fact is that the basis of devotion to G;od, accc3rd,..
ing to the Qur'an, rests on the idea that the aim 01 human
life is to reflect in one's own thought and activity the
attributes of God. The Qur'5n regards the emergence
of man as the line where animality ceases to exist and a
higher life begins. The quality which distinguishes
man from the mere atlimal and which gives him his

I
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pre-eminent station in the scale of life is his humanity,
which the Qur'an styles as the spirit of God.
' Then shaped him and breathed of His spirit
into Him, and gavc5 you h~earing and seeing and
healrt. '
(Q.32 : 9)
The above verse makes it explic:it that man's position
in the scale of life is so high that God himself has breathed
His spirit into him, or in other words, that man is
endowed with the requisite talent to exercise Rahmat
or mercy in relation to his external world.
So, wherever the Qur'4n attempts to raise before our
mind the concept of Divine mercy, it does so with the
purpose of stimulating in us the quality of mercy. The
same is the purpose underlying references to all other
attributes. The quality on which it lays its supreme
emphasis is the quality of forgiveness. This is the
perennial theme of the Qur'iin. Of course, the Qur'Pn
does not call on man to love his enemy ; but it calls on
him to exercise forgiveness, for, he who learns to forgive
his enemies deserves forgiveness from God. That is
the way to purification.
'Who master their anger, and forgive others !
God loveth the doers of good.'
(Q. 3 : 1-73)
Ire not to be treatkd
' Morceover, g
a
rr,,,
ul
rv
evil by what is better, and
alik.
he
between
whom
and thyself was enmity,
lo !
shaI1 be' as though he were a warm friend. But
n
..,,lenr attain to this save men steadfast in
patience and none attain to it except the most
highly favoured.'
(Q. 4' :34-35)
I
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The Qur'iin does not discourage retaliation altogether.
But wherever it has permitted it, it has done so in the
interest of security of life. But it may be noted that
wherever such permission is given, there is always the
rider going with it, that forgiveness is a better procedure
and that it is graceful to do good to those who wrong you.
If you at all retaliate, then retaliate to the same
extent that ye were injured ; but if ye can endure
patiently, best will it be for those who patiently
endure.
Endure then with patience. But thy patient
endurance must be sought in none but God.
(Q. 16 :126-127)
And who so beareth wrongs with patience and
forgiveth-this verily is high-mindedness.
(Q. 42 :40)
b

The Evangel and the Qur'an
We have just pointed out that the Qur'5n does not
state that you should love your enemies. The statement
requires a little elucidation.
Christ had to counter the religious hypocracy of the
Jews and their lack of morality by his message of love
and forgiveness and purity of life. Hence it was that in
the New Testament we meet expressions such as these :
' Ye have heard that it hath been said, An eye
for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth : But I say
unto you : That ye resist not evil :but Whosoever
shall smite thee on the right cheek, turn to him
the other also.
You have heard that it hath been said thou shalt
love thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy. But
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I say unto you, love your enemies, bless them
that curse you, do good to them that hate you,
and pray for them which despitefully use you,
and persecute you.' (S. Matthew 5 :38-39,43-44)
But what was the significance of these"expressions?
LTr;ls it a call for spiritual purification, or was it a laying
down of a code of law ?
Neglect of Christ's Message : It is a matter for regret,
observes Mawlana
that the followers of the Bible
and its critics have
in their several ways, misunderstood these statements of Christ. Both have treated
them as definite rules of conduct to be scrupulously
observed, and both have had in consequence to admit that
they are impracticable. The Christians while admitting
their impracticability, console themselves with the thought
that saints and martyrs among them, at any rate, did
act up to these rules of conduct. Their detractors, on
the other hand, have persisted in str~ssingthat these rules
of sonduct run counter to human nature and are of no
practical value to life. Clearly history has done a great
wrong to this great teacher of mankind. The unsympathetic critic has made no effort to understand Christ's message, and the ignorant believer in him has avoided to catch
its real significance. Was the message of Christ really
impracticable ? Was it repugnant to human nature ?
T o admit the questions is to knock the bottom out of
the very Quranic assertion that the message of all the
Prophets has been one and the same.
Reality about Christ's Message : The trouble with
the message of Christ lies in the failure of his followers
to understand its true purpose. Christ appeared during
a period of history when the Jewish morality had reached
its lowest ebb, and when purity of life had given way to
-rutward ritual passing for devotion to, God. The
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condition of the neighbouring nations-the
Romans,
the Egyptians, and the Assyrians-was more or less the
same. These people failed to appreciate that Christ's
message of love and forgiveness was really meant to
arrest the prevailing tendency towards evil life. T o
enjoy the killing of helpless people, to subject individuals
accused of crime to a variety of novel ways of torture,
to throw human beings to ferocious animals, and to burn
down wilfilly populous towns, to regard and treat all
aliens as slaves, and to exult in cruelty were f:eatures of
the Roman culture, and pastimes of the Egyptian a:nd
Assyrian demi-gods. The cry of the hour was the
emergence of a warner and a messenger of love laying
stress on the purity of heart. And this warner and
messenger appeared in the person of Christ, who stressed
the importance of the inner life as against the outward,
and tried to revive for man the forgotten but eternal
message of humanity a1nd love,
The inspired utter ance of ' Christ has :
ra1
h
figurative charm about ;t
.... T--Lose
who can conjure up
the vision of a Trinity and Redemption and Atonement
are hardly the type of people who can comprehend fully
the significance of the figurative t o u r h ~ sthat Christ
gave to his utterance. By int
00
literally, they have missed him.
Wherever Christ has said ' Love your enemies ', his
meaning was certainly not that one should grow into a
devoted lover of his enemies. On the other hand, his
plain meaning was that instead af exciting in oneself the
feeling of anger, hatred or revenge, one should develop
the feeling of pity and forgiveness. In a society 'where
one hated one's own kith and kin, the appeal : ' love your
enemy ' was indeed an appeal for giving up hatred. That
is the style of Christ. Take another of his well-known
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expression : ' Turn the other cheek also.' Surely,
Christ never meant that you should literally do so.
His clear meaning was that one should develop the feeling
of forgiveness or forbearance. T o take the literal sense
of every figurative expression is not the way of the
cultured mind. Should we do so, the entire corpus of
inspired or revealed literature will straightaway present
the spectacle of an incoherent jumble.
There is no doubt that religion and law have prescribed punishment for wrong-doing. For the safety
of society this is necessary. But the thought of
' punishment ' is entertained or tolerated for the simple
reason that a lesser evil should operate as a preventive
of a greater evil. That is the object of punishment
from a purely religious standpoint. It is a measure of
correction. But man has employed this institution
of correction for the destruction of human life. I n
fact, more desolation and ruin has been wrought by the
exponents of law and religion than by any other. If we
should ask history to show who has wrought greater havoc
to humanity outside the sphere of war, it will surely
point its finger at the engines of destruction, the religious
tribunals, and the inquisitions which have been set up by
the dispensers of religion and law. The purpose of
Christ was to inculcate in man the feeling of love, and
certainly not to lay down a law against the punishment
of crime. His aim was to let man rest his action on love,
and take to punishment or retaliation only in the last
resort and only as a corrective.
The followers of the law of Moses had rendered the
law into an instrument of punishment only. Christ
tried to bring home to them that the law was not meant
io deal punishment, but to point the way to salvation, and
that the way to salvation was the way of love and mercy.

,
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Actor and Action-The initial mistake which man has
made is his failure to distinguish between action and actor.
Religion makes a clear distinction. The aim of all
religions has been to inculcate in man the sense of dislike
for sin, and not for man, the doer of sin. They have
*certainlyenjoined that we should hate sin ; they have
certainly not asked us to hate the sinner. They merely
resemble a physician who may draw a dark picture of an
ailment, but who nevertheless tenderly takes care of the
patient. The physician's tenderness and care increase with
the increase in the ailment with which he is afflicted. Such
also is the function of the healers of spiritual diseases.
They do not hate the sinner. They pity him, on the other
hand, and are full of benevolence towards him. They
certainly do want us to hate sin, but they do not ask us
to hate the sinner. It is this distinction, which our
religious divines have failed to grasp in the course of
history. The message of Christ was that we should
hate sin, but should take care of the sinner and treat him
with compassion and love, in order that he might rectify
his past and be a gain to human life. That is why
some of the early followers of the Prophet have said :
' the humility of sinners is liked by God better than the
dignified ritualistic postures of the pious '.
It may be noted here that wherever God addresses
sinners in the Qur'iin or refers to them, the usual form
is that of the personal possessive which denotes
tenderness.
' 0 my servants who have transgressed to your own
hurt ! '
(Q. 39: 53)
'Was it ye who led these my servants astray ! '
(Q. 2 5 : 17)
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This form of .address bears resemblance to the form
which a father usually adopts when speaking to his son :
' 0 my son ! In commenting upon the above verse from
the ' Surat-ul-Zumar ', Imam Ja'far as-Ziidiq, the greatgrandson of the Prophet, observed : ' Whenever we call
our children, they run to us without entertaining the
slightest fear ; for, they feel certain that the parent cbuld
never be cruel to them. More than twenty times is
the phrase " 0 my servants " or " 0 my people " used in
the Qur'in. This style of address is employed even in
the case of the worst sinners. Could there be a better
proof than this of the essential mercy of God shown in
his dealings with His creatures' ?
N o conflict between the teachings of the Qur'zn and
the Bible.
There is thus really no difference, says ~viawlana
Azad, between the teachings of the Qur'5n and the teachings of Christ. The injunctions of both are the same.
Only, the style employed in expression and the occasion
for the utterance vary. Christ stressed the need for
purification of the heart, ar~ddid not attempt to lay down
a law, for the law of Moses was there, and he did not
choose to alter it. He merely desired that this law should
be applied to purify the spirit. The Qur'in, however,
presents ethics and law simultaneously. Naturally :'
therefore it has had to assume a style and expression
which should create no doubts as to the purposes to be
served. In the filst place, it calls upon man to develop.
the talent for forgiveness, as it regards it the basis on
which all piety and righteousness should rest. In the
second, it keeps open the door for retaliation in unavoidable contingencies. In the third, it is careful to make it
clear that retaliation should not err on the side of excess,

as that would be decided injustice. This attitude is
common to all religions.
'And who, when a wrong is done them, redress
themselves-yet let the recompense of evil be
only a like evil-but he who forgiveth and worketh
reform in the wrong-doer, shall be rewarded by
God Himself; for He loveth not those who act
unjustly.
And there shall be no way open against those who,
after being wronged, retaliate ; But there shall
be a way open against those who unjustly wrong
others, and act insolently on the Earth in disregard of justice. A grievous punishment doth
await them.
And whoso beareth wrong with patience and forgiveth ;this verily is high-mindedness.'

(Q.42 :39-43)
The emphasis here is on forgiveness. The door for
retaliation is necessarily kept open; but the way to
righteousness lies primarily through forgive-pess. The
Qur'gn does not regard retaliation as a virtue. It c a b
it " a like evil " and surely an evil can never be a virtue.
But the door is kept open for it lest a greater evilfoJow.
The forgiver is here regarded as one who sets right or
effects improvement. It, therefore, follows that only
those really contribute to perfection in life who exercise
forgiveness.
The question may be asked : If the essential teaching of the Qur'iin is one of mercy or Rabmat, how is it
that the Qur'gn is harsh on those who do not accept its
message ?. A detailed answer to this question will be
furnished in a more appropriate place later on. But
here a passing explanation may be offered. There is
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no doubt that the Qur'sn expresses itself in very strong
terms here and there against those who had refused to
accept its message in the time of the Prophet. But the
question is who were exactly those whom the Qur'Zn had
in view ? Does the Qur'iin express itself strongly against
those who differed in view, or against those who resorted
to violence against its message. Even a cursory glance
of the Qur'nn will make it clear that the remonstrance of
the Qur'Zn is for those who hqd wilfully persecuted the
followers of the Qur'nn, and displayed violent hostility
towards them. To show mercy to such would be a
disservice to the cause of humanity. It would be a
mercy subserving th: interests of wickedness or of cruelty
and injustice.
Be it noted that the Qur'iin speaks of the Divine
attribute of mercy in conjunction with the attribute of
justice which is discussed in the following chapter. It
does not isolate justice from mercy, but regards justice
as mercy itself. It states that one cannot display in his
life the sense of humanity unless at the same time one
sets one's face against every form of cruelty. In the
New Testament, we find that Christ was obliged to
style the disturbers of life in his time as ' a brood of
serpents and a gang of dacoits '.
Kufr :simple and violent-The Qur'in uses 'the term
' kufr ' in the sense of ' denial ' and this is of two kinds,
' simple ' and ' violent '. Simple Kufr or denial may
take several forms. A person may not agree with your
teaching, may not understand it or appreciate it, either
because he has no urge to know a new thing, or he is.
content with his own way of life. This is simple denial.
T o such, the Quryinasks the Prophet to say ' T o you
your way, and to me mine '. On the other hand, the
' violent denial ' differs from the simple denial in this
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that one wilfully sets his face against.you, and tries by
.every possible method to harm and ruin you, and allows
you no rest to speak out the truth that you have. It is
about such people that the Qur'5n remarks in a style
which may appear strong.
' Hearts have they with which they understand not,
and eyes have they with which they see not, and
ears have they with which they hear not. They
are like brutes :yea, they go more astray : these
are the heedless.'
(Q. 7 : 179)
'Whenever there has been a call going forth in the
history of man, some have accepted it, some have refused
to accept and some have deliberately and violently
opposed it. The Qur'Pn had to deal with all the three
categories of people. The first category, it received into
its fold and gave them the training they needed. T o the
second, it conveyed its message and left them to reflect
over it. ' There is no compulsion in religion,' it announced. With the third, it remonstrated in strong
terms ; for, to have done otherwise, would have been an
abject yielding to violence in thought and deed, and
would have been against the law of nature. ~ i h m a t
( ~ e r c ~ ) ' a l w a goes
y s with justice. The law is at work
in the phenomenal world and must necessarily be
observed in relation to the inward world of man as well.
.

%

E ATTRIBUTE OF JUSTICE
The attribute of God which the Qur'On refers to in
continuation of its reference to the attributes of Providenoe and 1Llercy is that of justice.
Acc:ording to the (Qur'On, points out Mawlana Azad,
Divine Justlce is not something arbitrarily imposed, as
was the idea 1
ig when. t i e QI~ r ' s nwas delivered,
but that, on tlhe other- hand, it is the inevitable result of
one's own actlon, or 'what one earns for himself.' The
old belief had been inspired by the absolutism or despotism of rulers, and a similitude entertained in respect
of God, suggesting that, even as absolute monarchs, God
dispensed reward or punishment as His whim suggested.
This was why people in those days propitiated God by
various forms of sacrifice. The idea was to humour
him up and keep his temper equable or at the normal.
Among the Jews and the Christians, the concept of
God had, no doubt, been raised a little higher ; but the
essential character of the earlier common belief still
clung to them. The Jews believed that God was even
like the deities of others an absolute dictator. If he was
pleased with them, He would style Himself as the God
of Israel. If displeased, He would wreak His vengeance
and cause their ruination. The Christian view was no
better. Because of their belief in the original sin of
Adam, the entire race of Adam or mankind had become
an object of Divine displeasure and that consequently
Christ had to atone for this original sin through his own
crucification and effect the redemption of man.
But the Qur'sn places the concept of reward or
w

.
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punishment on a different footing. It does not regard
the treatment meted out to man, whether reward or
punishment, as something different from the law of life
at work in the Universe. The Qur'Pn asserts that a
universal law of causation is in operation in every sphere
of life, Everything has a quality of its own-thought,
feeling, or action-and produces a result germane or
appropriate to it. That is its requital, its recompense,
its reward or punishment. The result of a good action
is good and that is one's reward. Similarly, the result of an evil action is evil, and that is his lpunishment. The
one is designated Heaven, and the other Hell.
The Qur'gn points out that everything in the
phenomenal world is invested with a nature peculiar to
it. So is it also with every type of human action. Every
action produces a result peculiar to it. That is what the
Qur'Pn calls recompense, requital, or justice.
'Deem they whose earnings are only evil, that
we will deal with them as with those who believe
and work righteousness, so that their lives and
deaths shall be alike ? I'll do they judge.
In all truth hath God created the heavens and the
earth, that he may reward every one as he shall
have wrought, and they shall not be wronged.'
(Q. 45 : 21-22)
,$

For this reason, the Qur'Hn calls every action, good
or bad, as ' Kasab '. ' Kasab ' in Arabic literally means
what one earns or the result of one's action. ' Kasab '
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acquired, and shall bear the evil to acquire which
it hath laboured.'
(Q. 2: 286)
'He who doth right-it is for himsklf : and he who
doth evil-it 'is for himself ; and thy Lord will
not deal unfairly with his servants.'
(Q. 41: 46)
The same principle applies to the actions of communities or nations.
' Those people have now passed away : They have
the reward of their deeds, and for you is the
meed of yours.'
(Q. 2: 134)

,

A well-known H a d i a of the Prophet draws attention
to this principle of life :
' God says : " 0 my people ! if all those who are
already born or will be born hereafter, and if all human
beings and all jinns should be as good as the most
righteous among you, it will not add a whit to My
sovereignty over the world. 0 my people ! in like
manner, if all those who have gone before, and those
who will come after, and all human beings and jinns
should be as wicked as the most wicked among you, it
will not detract a whit from My sovereignty. 0 my
people ! if all those who have gone before and all those
who may come after you should assemble at a place and
each one of them should ask of Me a gift and I grant the
prayer of each, it will not diminish My store-house of
mercy and benevolence even to the extent of a single
drop taken out of an ocean. 0 my people ! remember,
.that it is your own deeds over which, for your sake, I
keep watch and return to you. So, whosoever gets

f
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a pleasing requital for his action, let him offer his thanks
to God ; and whosoever receives an unpleasant requital
for his action, let him blame himself for it, and none
else ".'
(Musilim : At:)u-Dhar).

---Let it not be supposed thti~~ c s w iAl ~or
u pnishmenr
depends upon God's pleasure or displeasure. What the
Qur'iin states is this that all recompense or reward or
punishment is directly the result of one's own action
and that God is pleased with a good action and displeased
with an evil one. This concept is at variance or in
conflict with earlier beliefs. ' Ad-Din ' is an apt term
to denote the law at work in life, and should set at rest
all misconceptions prevailing on the subject. Its use
in the ' Surat-ul-F2tiha ' brings out in clear perspective
the significance of the good or the evil which flows from
an action, regarded either as reward or punishment.
Further, it should be noted that the Qur'Hn having
drawn attention to God's attributes of ' Rubiibiyat '
and ' Rahmat ' (Mercy or Grace), does not straightaway ,,
proceed to speak of the opposite attributes of terror and
majesty. On the other hand,.it speaks of God as the. f
' Master of the Day of Requital ', thereby drawing attention to the attribute implicit in the twin attributes of
' Rubiibiyat' and ' Rahmat ', viz. the attribute of
' Justice '. Sheer terror for its own sake has no place in
the scheme of divine attributes. It is all justice,
productive, in one of its aspects, of ' awe ' or ' fear '
operating only for the good of man.
This aspect of Divine activity, the mind of man could
not catch easily, and has often blundered in consequence.
It assigned all unpleasant happenings of life to divine
displeasure, by conjuring up attributes of terror and
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pressure for God, although had it striven to probe the
reality, it would have realized that what is ascribed as
divine displeasure was in fact an aspect of Divine mercy
itself. If the law of requital were not in operation in the
life of the Universe, or were not the process of perfection
to demand the elimination of all that clogs the path of
~erfection,there would have been no sense of balance
or justice operating for good in life, and the result would
have been chaos.
Even as the world of creation depends for its existence
on the Rubgbiyat and Rabmat of God, even so, does it
depend for its perfection on His attribute of dispensing
justice to everything. Providence and Mercy provide
all that life needs, and the principle of justice gives it
the balance or beauty that it needs by eliminating every
ugliness lurking therein. For, if one should look deeply
into this aspect of life, it will be realized that it is the
force of justice that is responsible for whatever order or
beauty that there is in life.
Justice or ' 'Ad1 ' in Arabic means ' to make even '.
A court of Justice is intended to soften down angularities
of contending parties appearing before it " Ad1 " or
justice is used also in the sense of ' scales ' whereby the
two sides are made to show equal weight. Justicer
introduces balance in life, and makes one thing agree
with another, and produce unity or harmony. It is this
principle which is responsible for beauty and proportion
in every form of thought and life. I t is really the basis
on which the scheme of the Universe rests. Every
planet and every star is functioning in space in balanced
or just or right relation with one another. It is this very
principle which keeps together a society. Even a little
slackening of this principle in the physical world of matter
vill result in disorder.
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The Qur'Hn asks us to consider whether this principle
of justice which is so clearly at work in the phenomenal
world of matter, will leave out human activity from its
sphere of operation. It is why the Qur'iin calls all
balanced action, whatever the field of life, as ' 'Amal-eSiileh ' or righteous action. Further, whatever terms
the Qur'Hn has used for aUpforms of unrighteous or evil
activities are all intended0 convey the thought that they
contravene this principle of justice, terms such as zulm,
Tughyzn, Isrzf, Tabdhzr, Ifszd, Ptidz, and ' Udwzn.
What we call ' ~ u l m' in Arabic has been defined as that
which is not ' in proper form ' or ' not in order '. It is
why the term ' shirk ' or 'associating anything with
God, is described as the greatest of ' zulm ', for nothing
more ' improper ' is possible to conceive of. It is
obvious that anything which is out of place or not in
order is the negation of balance or justice. Similarly,
the term ' TughyOn ' means ' excess ' or ' over and
above the proper measure '. When the river is in fioods
or overflows its banks or its flow is in excess of the normal,
the term ' TughyZn' is used. Such a state is opposed
to normality or balance .or justice. Similarly, the term
' Isriif ' (wastage), ' Tabdhir ' (mis-use) and ' IfsZd '
(disorder, mischief) fall under this category, as also
I'tids' and "Udwiin', which both mean 'going beyond
one's bounds '. Everything therefore which is out of
place is a clpg in the way of perfection and has to
be countere'd'; and this is done by the application of '
justice which, according to the Qur'iin, is an expression
of the ' Rahmat ' or Mercy or Grace of God.

.

CHAPTER V

UNITY OF REVELATION

7

The Law of Requital which was the subject of
consideration in the previous chapter deals with the
question of human responsibilities. Every action has
its reaction. The good or the evil which befalls a man '..
is the result of his own action. That being so, the
question arises : Does the Rubwbiyat of God which aims
to offer provision for development-affordman the talent
to face with confidence the responsibilities with which
he is charged in life ? In other words, has he the capacity
and opportunity to choose for himself the path that
may bring him the good that he needs, in order that the
application of the Law of Requital to his movement in
life might be justified ? The Qur'sn gives the amwer
in the affirmative :
Praise the name of Thy Lord, the Most High
Who hath created, and balanced all things, Who
hath fixed their destiniesi and giveth t h
guidance.

(Q. 87:2)
The stages indicated in this verse are those of Takhliq
(creation), Taswiyah (giving form), Taqdzr (assignment
of role) and Hidzyat (guidance). It points out that
, even as thexub~biyatof God has provided each object
with a r ~appropriate form and appropriate talents and
an appropriate role in life, so also it has endowed it with
the gift of self-direction or Hidzyat.
Our Lord is He who hath given to everything its
mould and the right direction.

(Q. 2032)
6
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The guidance or Hidayat which the Qur7Lnspeaks of
is of four kinds-instinct, senses, reason, and revelation.
The first two are common to all animal life. The third,
namely, reason is peculiar to man. But each one of
these types has its limitations. Where instinct ceases
to function, senses come to aid ; and likewise where
senses fail, reason offers succour. But reason too has
its limitations beyond which it cannot offer guidance to
man. I t is why, as part of the Rubgbbiyat of God and of
the Ra/zmat implicit therein, man has been provided,
says the Qur'Ln, with an unerring guide in the form of
divine revelation :
' Say : Verily, guidance (Al-HudZ) from God, that
is the true guidance.'

(Q.

2:

114)

Al-Hud~is the the term by which the divine guidance
is designated here. It means the one and the only real
way of guidance. It is also styled Ad-Dzn, the Way,
and also Al-Isl~m,the way of conformity or surrender
to the laws of life fixed by God.
Unity of Revelation :
The fundamental basis of the Quranic message is
that divine revelation has always remained one and the
same. But the vagaries of history are so strange, says
Mawlana Azad, that the greater the emphasis that the
Qur75n lays on
~ t h ,the stronger has been the
inclination on th
)f the world to relegate it to the
background. I n racr no other truth 'of the Qu.'Pn has
been kept so deliberately out of sight. Should one study
the Qur7Znwith an open mind and look into its numerous
clear assertions in this respect, and then take a survey
of what has actualIy happened despite such assertions,
one will not fail to notice that the faith of the Qur'gn
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also has in the course of history been given the character
of an exclusive concern even as other faiths.
T o clarify this issue, Mawlana Azad has found it
necessary to explain at some length the Quranic view of
revelation or the function of Prophethood and show in
what direction the Qur'Sn aims to lead the human mind.
T h e Quranic contention, points out Mawlana Azad,
is that mankind were at first but one people and lived but
one common natural life. It was only at subsequent
stages when they m'ultiplied, and economic pressure
gave rise among them to conflict of interests that they
came to be divided into groups, each hating the other,
so much so, that the situation demanded the deliverof a message of truth such as might re-unite them once
again. It was thus that the door of prophethood or
revelation was opened, and a seriesof prophets followed
in succession to bring home to mankind the value of
unity. The Qur'gn calls these benefactors of mankind
as ' Rusl ' (Singular, Rasiil ') or '*Message bearers ' since
they brought to mankind the divine message of Truth.
The message of these prophets was one and the same
and was not meant for any particular clime or country
or people. The Qur'Bn states that there is no corner of
the world occupied by man where this unive
;sage
was not delivered.
And every people hath its guide.
33)

The Qur'Bn adds that numerous were the messengers
who thus delivered the message in the past, though only
a few of them were mentioned by name.
And yet how many prophets sent We among
those of old'
(Q- 43 :5)
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'We never chastised until We had first sent an
apostle.'

(Q. 17:16)
'And We have already sent apostles before thee :
Of some We have told thee, and of others We
have told thee nothing.'
(Q. 40 :78)
#
The way of God is the same in every age. It cannot
differ from itself in any circumstance. It has therefore
addressed itself to humanity in one and the same fashion.
The message was simply this that one should believe in
one God and act righteously in consonance with that
belief. That was the religion offered to mankind in all
ages and in all climes :
' And to every people have We sent an apostle
saying : Worship God and turn away from
" Tsghiit " (that which operates for disturbance
in life.)'

(Q. 16:38)
The Qur'gn says that there has been no founder of a
religion who has not enjoined the observance of this
principle in life and has not discouraged differences
therein. The aim has been to bring together those who
stood divided. And this was to be achieved through
the worship of one common God and a way of life which
should enable them to live together in mutual love and
affection.
' And truly this your religion is the one religion,
and I am your Lord.'
(Q. 23 :54)
'T o you (Prophet Muhammad) have We prescribed
the faith which We commended unto Noah
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and which We have revealed to thee and which
We 'commended unto Abraham and Moses and
Jesus, saying : " Observe this faith and be not
divided into sects therein
(Q.42: 13)

".'
I

The Qur'iin asserts that there is no revealed scripture
which does not lay stress on the need to follow the way
of God that it 'speaks of :
' Say : Bring forth your proofs. This is the lesson
which those who are with m e bear in mind, and
this the lesson preached by those who, came.
before me : but most people know not the tmth,
and turn aside. No apostle have We sent before
thee to whom We did not reveal that " verily,.
there is no God beside Me ".'
(Q. 21 :23-24)
The Qur'iin further asserts that the teaching of one
prophet endorses the teaching of another, since the
teaching was the same :
' In truth hath He sent down to thee the Book,
which confirmeth those which precede it : For,
He had sent down the Law and the Evangel
aforetime, as man's guidance.'
(Q. 3 3 )

AD-DIN AND ASH-SHAR'A
The question arises : If Revelation has laid down but
one and the same principle of life, how then come in
the differences which exist between one religion and
another, and why was not one and the same code of
law, conduct and ceremonial prescribed by one and all ?
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T h e Qur'sn says that differences in respect of religion
are of two kinds. One is that which is the result of a
deliberate deviation from the common basic message
effected by its followers. This the Qur'iin does not
countenance. The other is a difference in the manner
of implementing the message. For instance, one religion
prescribes a particular form of worship ; another a
different form. A difference of this nature is not a
difference in Dm,but a difference in the way it is given
effect to. It is why a difference is to be made between
DZn and Shar'a or the way of implementing the Dtn.
The Btn admits of no variation. It is to be the same at
all times and for all people. But social aptitudes and
conditions of life vary from time to time and country
to country, and necessitate variations in the manner and
method of implementing the Din ; and these are permissible so long as they do not contravene the basic belief
in the Unity of God and righteous living.
' To every people have We appointed observances
which they observe. Therefore, let them not
dispute this matter with thee, but bid them to
their Lord (the basic provision), for thou art
on the right u
.,(Q. 22 :66)
'And for everyone has a side to turn to (for prayer).
Better therefore vie one with another in good
works. God will gather you all together, for
God has power over all things.'

(Q. 2 :143)
In Siirat-ul-MB'ida (Chapter 5), the issue is clarified
further. After referring successively to the socioreligious dispensations recommended by Moses, Jesus

'
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and the Prophet of Islam, the Chapter proceeds to
state :
'To each among you have We prescribed a Lawand
an open way. If God had so willed, He would
have made you all of but one pattern; but He
would test you by what He hath given to each.
Be emulous then in good deeds.'
(Q. 5 :52-53)
The above verses bring out clearly the distinction
between Dzn and Minhiij or Shar'a. Gza is Devotion
to God by good living, andphar'a is the programme
followed. The test or criterlon by which the programme
is to be judged is the nature or quality of the goodness
it resuits in. The Qu&n presents the essential elements
which enter into the composition of religion in the
following words :
'There is no righteousness in turning your faces
towards the East or the West, but he is righteous
who believeth in God, and the last day, and the
angels, and the Scriptures, and the Prophets ;
who for the love of God disburseth his wealth
to his kindred, and to the orphans, and the
needy, and the wayfarer, and those who ask,
and for ransoming, who observeth prayer, and
payeth the poor-tax, and who is of those who
are faithful to their engagements when they have
engaged in them, and is' patient under ills and
hardships, and in time of trouble ; these are
they who are just, and these are they who fear
the Lord.'

(Q.

171)
This verse has stood in the Qur'On for over 1300
years. If the world has still to understand what really
2:

.
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constitutes religion, remarks Mawlana Azad, it is certainly
not the fault of the Qur'iin.

Unity of Din disregarded
When the Qur'5n was delivered, the followers of the
prevailing religions took the outward forms of religion
for Dzn itself, and all enthusiasm for it was concentrated
on ritual. Every group denied salvation to every other
merely on the basis of ritual. But ritual was not DZn,
said the Qur'gn, nor the criterion 06 truth. It was
merely an outward aspect of '.&. The spirit was
something superior to it, and that alone was Dzn or
religion. The real Dzn was devotion to God and righteous living, and was no exclusive heritage of any single
-jgoup. On the other hand, it was the common heritage
of all mankind. Actions and customs are but secondary
to it. They have changed and are liable to change from
time to time under varying circumstances. ' To each
among you have we prescribed a Law (Shar'a) and an
open way (MinhZj) ' says the Qur'5n. The term used here
is not Dzn which should be the same for every one.
That admits of no variation. Shar'a or Minhcj could
not therefore have been, from its very nature, uniformly
the same for one and all.
It is this which the Qur'5n aims to emphasise whenever it states : ' Had God so willed, He would have made
you all of but one pattern.' The statement takes
cognizance of the differences in disposition of the
different sections of mankind living in different countries resulting in differences in manners, customs and
ways of living. But differences of this character are
incidenfal to the nature of man and should not form the
criteria of truth and untruth, and result in mutual dislikes and hostilities. Only the basis of religion should
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not be disturbed, viz., belief in the Unity of God and
righteous living.
It is why the Qur75nlays great stress on the need for
tolerance. Indeed, it puts in a word for even those who
have violently opposed its very message of the Unity of,

God.

' Revile not those whom they call on beside God,
lest they, in their ignorance, despitefully revile
Him. We have so fashioned the nature of man
that they like the deeds they do. After all,
they shall return to their Lord, and He will
declare to them what their actions have been .'
(Q. 6 : 108)
on one occasion, it says :
1
:t thy Lord had pleased, verily all who are
in t.he earth would have believed together.
What ! wilt thou compel men to become believers ?'

Addressil

'

L U L U

(Q.

10: 99)

Revival of Messag
The question then arises : 11 me basis of all religions
is thc
11 rest c)n Truth, what then was the
.n ? It !says in reply : Although all
need
religions are based on truth, their followers have turned
away from it, and so the need arises to bring them back
to it. That is the task of the Qur7in.
This falling off from Dm,from 'I
'ruth, states Mawlana
Azad, is in the sphere of doctrina1 beliefs, as well as,
in that of action. Of the several iorms which this has
taken1, the miost seric)us is the falling; off f r on~ the basis of
religion whjich the Qur75n styles as 2rashaiyu' and
.J7-J L . . L - - -..- .
Tahaurunuu
u r group formation.
' As to those who split up the Dzn and become sects,
have thou nothing to do with then1 ; their affair
--

-
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is with God. Hereafter shall He tell them what
they have done.'
( Q . 6 : 160)

' But men have rent their great concern (the Dzn
or the one religion that was'meant for all mankind), one among another into sects, every party
rejoicing in that which is their own.'
(Q. 23 : 56)

Tashaiyuc
The import of the terms Tmhiyu' and Tahadhdhub
needs to be understood in their proper perspective.
The purpose of the Dza divinely specified was to set
mankind on the path of devotion to God and of righteous living. This was disregarded. Mankind divided
themselves into races and communities each observing
custoins and manners differing from those of every
other. Stress was laid less on faith as the basis of action,
than on one's group interest. That came to be the test
of truth in religion. Exclusivism thus came into vogue
everywhere denying salvation to all except those who
belonged to one's own group. In fact, hatred of another's
religion replaced devotion to God and righteous living.
Qut'anic Attitude
The Qur'Hn had to dispel these notions. It made
faith and deed the sole means of salvation, and not affiliation to any particular group. It asserted that the religion
revealed by God was but one for all mankind and that
every deviation from it was a negation of religion. It
emphasised that real religion was direct worship of but
one God, without any mediating agency, and that this
was the main teaching of all prophets, and that every
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belief and practice which conflicted v+h it amounted
to a denial of God.
And they say, ' None but Jews or Christians shall
enter Paradise '. This is their wish. Say:
Give your proofs, if ye speak the truth. But
they who set their face with resignation Godward, and do what is right,-their reward is .
with their Lord ; no fear shall come on them,
neither shall they be grieved.
(Q. 2 : 105-106)
Verily, they who believe (Muslims) and they who
follow the Jewish religion, and the Christians,
and the Sabians-whosoever believeth in God
and the last day, and doeth that which is rightshall have their reward with their Lord : fear
shall not come upon them, neither shall they
be grieved.

(Q.

2

: 59)

according to the Qur'gn, was thus not a
nam
Iny groupism. Whatever the race or commurll~y"1 country one belonged to, if only he believed
in God a n l did deeds in consonance with that belief, in
other words, lived righteously, he was a follower of the
Dzn of God, and salvation was his recompense! But
the Jews and Christians devised a code of thoug:ht and
conduct exclusive to themselves. The former 4hew a
circle round them and gave to their exclusivism the
name of Judaism. The Christians in their turn drew
a like circle round them and called it Christianity. Each
heldI that he who was within their circle was fitted for
sa1v;ation, and he who was outside of it was doomed.
T h e concept of faith in the God of all humanity and in
I

1,

-
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righteous living was thus side-tracked. One might b e
an ardent devotee of God, and practise righteous living,
but if he happened to be outside of the circle of Judaism
or Christianity, no Jew or Christian would regard him as
the ' rightly guided '. On ..&e other hand, one might
indeed be a wicked pers6n;~salvation was his, if only he
was a regular member' of their order. The Qur'Zn ;,
disapproves of this attitude. It proclaims that whatever '
one's race or community or affiliation, he who offers
sincere devotion to God and practises righteousness in accordance with that belief, he has attained
salvation and no fear shall come upon him. Such is the
noble view of universal humanity which the Qur'Zn
advances. It, howeve - ves with regret :
r, ' the Christians lean on
Moreover, the J
nought '. ' On nought lean the Jews ', say
the Christians : Yet both are readers of the Book(Old Testament). So with like words say
they who have no knowledge. But on the day
of resurrection, God shall judge between them
as to that in which they differ.

(Q.

- .- .

2

: ---'

The Jews 7went so far as even to think t:hat hell'
would never touch them. The yurCan, however,
announces that he who does good, good is his reward ;
and he who does evil, evil is his reward, and that this'
law of life does not alter for the sake of aq
ular
race or person.
a few
'And they say : Fire will not touch us E u L
days. Say : Have you receilred a prcmise from
AllZh ? Then AlIZh will not fail to perform
His promise. Or do yvu Dpeak against All%
what you know not ? Yes, whoever earns evil

"
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and his; sins beset himi every rside, those are 1the
comparlions of the Fire ; the]rein they abide
(Q. 2 :74-',J,
rt will not be in accorklnce wit:h your Irain desi.res
nor thc:vain dlesires od the Pctople of ' the Book.
TXTL.,,.
,,.
A,"
,-.:I
--.
-"..:&,A
C,,
V V l l u C V C l UuCD C V l L . wrill be ~ C U U I L C UIul 1L and
will not find f
;elf besi
:nd
or a helper.'
A

'

9

:A

,

v. 4.'

. .

It was one c)f the re:sults flo.wing fro~rnthis gcroup sense
that the. Jews tnougnt. that the law revealed to them enjoining
7 in business transactions was Ilot bind ing
on the1
leir dealings with the non-Je :ws. T:hey
~ . -as.
developea me idea that it was lawful to appropriate
they wished the property of those who did not belong
to their group. For instance, the injunction of
prohibition of usury was observed by them only in respect
of transactions among themselves, and not in their
dealings with others. Such was the attitude which the
Jews deliberately displayed towards the Arabs of the
Prophet's time. They thought that the Arabs were an
illiterate people and mere idolators. and that it was right
their :property by every
to appropriate to the
means at their disposal
--L AL-.
4 They tc-1----UUK UYU ry, LUUU~I~'L II~IZYwere forbidden ;
And t lley devoured men's substance wrongfully.'
. _..

A

(Q. 4 : ' 5 9 )
This-because they say, " we are not bound to.
keep faith with the ignorant folk." And they utter
a lie against God, and know they do so. (For)
t is true to his engagement, and feareth
-Verily God loveth those that fear Him.'
(Q. 3 : 69-71)
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Such an attitude was clearly repugnant to the Dzn of
God, the revealed law of life which enjoined goodness
towards every human being and honest dealing with him,
whate
group to which he belonged.
Axe obsessions which groupism gave rise to,
we may rerer in particular to the cercmonial called
Baptism. Originally this was a Jewish ceremonial
which wss gone through when one had to admit one's
sins and s e ~ kforgiveness of God. But the Christian
Church converted this into an instrument of salvation.
The Qur'iin treats this as a travesty of truth, and points
out that salvation cannot be gained by performing a
mere ritual and that, on the other hand, salvation ccmes
through righteous living. One must
be baptised not by
mere water, but by the touc)d, or as the Qur'Hn
expresses by putting on the
r of God' over his
thought and action.
Such is the way, the colour of God, and Whc1 can
give that colour better than God Himself.
"

(Q.

.

2 : re-\

. ..

ras that although the religion of the two
people, the Jews ancl Christians, was the same, and tne
Old Testament was the common heritage of both, their
division into two groups led to mutual conflict and hatred.
One condemned the other and denied salvatioh to its
members.
When the world was so divided into groups, each
calling the religion of the other as false, notwithstanding
the fact tLdt all were the same at.their base, who was to
decide who represented the truth ? T- h--e Qur'Pn said
that Truth in reality was with ever:y one oIf them, but
that in practice they had neglected it. Eac:h had' been
-- the same
given but one and the same Dzn, or uric and
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universal principle of guidance, but one and all had
chosen to disturb its basic character. Instead of adhering
to the Dzn or the straight path, every group followed a
line of its own and appropriated to itself an exclusive
right to salvation. The Qur'Ln proclaimed that Hidiiyat
or the Path of divine guidance was open to every one,
and was nc
red exc1usiveIy for any particular race
or people.
' Othc:rs of the people of the Book say: And
beliieve in those, only who follow your Religion.
f BK~tyou) say : True guidance is guidance from
d that to others may be imparted the like
what hath been imparted to you. Will they
wldngle then with vou in the vresence of their
Lord.'
\w. 3 :66)

U N 1 1 ' Y VJ! MAN

' Wir~LILCY mangle witkJyc)u then in the 1
: of
..
.
their Lord ? ' is the ad&htion which the Qurzan deals

.

out to all those who had divided themselves into exclusive religious groups in the name of God. Belief in
God, if entertained in sincerity, must, in the field of
action, express itself in the Unity of man. That was
the cry of the Qur'gn, its call to the Jews. the Christians
and the Arab polytheists of the Prophet's time. Its
essential mission was t o unite them ilI a cornanon bond
once again and pave the way to a wider unity of mankind.
Such is the reading of the Quranic mission by Mawlana
Azad.
The first item in the programme of unity which the
Qur'iin envisaged was to proclaim to one and all that
mankind were at first but one community believing in
but one God of all mankind, and must therefore pursue
a Dzn or path of life in accordance with that belief. In
the preceding chapter, it has been shown how strenLausly
the Qur'iin endeavoured to emphasize that this path of
life could be but one and the same for one and all. In
pursuance of this principle, the Qur'Hn addressed itself
ristians and Arabs of the day. The one
to the Jc
to them all was the respect which they
thing ca
all paid to tne memory of Abraham as their common
ancestor. A straightforward proposition was therefore
advanced by the Qur'Pn for their consideration. If the
exclusiveness of each of their groups was identical with
Truth, it asked, to what group did this common ancestor
of theirs belong? In his time, there prevailed neither

*

.

I
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'hat th

n, nor C
lich he

1 was thle way
.

\ 1<
,,,,

v c v v l ~of

I

the Book ! why do vou dispute aDout
k b r kam, when the 3rorah arzd the (2ospel Iwere
not re7vealed till after him ? Do you not unlder.
stand !>
: 58)
<

,*

or

1

'

were you wlrnesses wnen aeqm visited Jacob
when he said to his sons :-What will you serve
after me ? They said : We shall serve thy God
And the God of thy fathers, Abraham and
Ishmael And Issac, One God only, and to Him
do we submit.
(Q. 2 : 127)
I'he Jevw say :
The Christians say : Be a Christian
will
be on the right course.
Say : Nay, (We follow) tKe Din of Abraham, the
who
upright one, and he was not one o
identified God with anything else.
P

..

r r l
\Ll.

-

L .'

129)

T h!e attempt here 1s cu point oulc that tlle Jews., the
.
Christians and the rest of the people In western Asia
followced in tht:time of their ancestor, Abraham, a religion
which was nleither Judaism nor Christianity nor any
other grouplsm, as the two faiths arose after him in
the name of Moses and Jesus who were born several
centuries after him, and to show that the path of salvation which Abraham followed was meant not for any
exclusive group but for all mankind, viz. the path of
devotion to but one God and of righteous living. The
message which Abraham and every other prophet

.

7

v.

.
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delivered, states the Qur'in, was that mankind were in .
reality one people or one communit!
lat there was
but one God
for
all
of
them
and
t
that account
---.
they s-~hould-vvorship Him together 2~ n dlive as mennbers
i of bu.t one :family. It qucotes thc: utter2
F the
---- before LU SIIVW
-La-.--- ulle ui LlleIrl had
prophc~sgvue
that ever-!
affirmed the unity of Divine .Revelation and enjoined
that mankind should live together as brothers unto each '
other, and not live divided. But to the regret of the
Qur'Ln, ' men rent their great concelm one a
tbrs
into sects, every party rejoicing in t hat which was their
own '.
-A-

A
,

--A

,,

\

: 55)

THE (LURANIC CALL

There is nothing in the Qur'in, says R'Iawlana
Azad, on which so great a stress is laid as on this vietv of
~ repeatedly made clear that it d o n not favour
life. 1 t is
any exclusive group religion. On the other hand, it
asserts that it has come to put an end to every form of
groupism and bring all mankind to one path of life, the
path of truth which, by its very nature, has had to remain
the same throughout the course of time, the path to
which all prophets have invited
'To you (Prophet Muhammad) hath h e
the faith which we commended unto Noah,
and which we have rwevealed to thee, and which
AL
,
,
L
we commended unto ,fiu~~arlam
and Moses and
Jesus, saying, ' Observe this faith, and be not
divided into sects therein '.

(u. 42-11)

I reveale:d to
Verily Iwe have reveale
nr
* .
--A
-.iuoan ana tne propnets after him, auu
as we:
1

f-

-

-.
.--1
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. .

revealed to Adbrahann, and :Ishmael, and Is;aac,
and Jacob, .and' the tribes 2mnd Jesi1s, and Job
A,.
arnn
ana J,..,Lnnah
..
,
,., at,,la 3010mon ; ana ro n
uavid
gave
ms.
Of somce apostl.es we Ihave to1Id thee before : of
-AL - L1-11 LL_
A-.- --I-orner
apostles ---we nave
nor tvru
mee-nr~ostles
chargc
nnouncct and to warn, that Inen,
)ostles, might have no plea ag;ainst
after 1
God.'
4 : 161-'16~)
1

1 .

i n 1

T

_---11-.

.

--A.

apostlesi ! Tru11y this your religion is the
teligion,, and I am your Lorc
the Surat -ul-An'zm '(Chapter 6) refe,rring to the
I
previous prophets, the Qur'in adL.,,,,,
the prophet
Muhammad in the following words :
' These are those whom God has guided.
S o follow therefore their guidance.'
*

PPCCPC

As part of the plan to bring the followers of all religions on a single platform, the Qur'Pn recognised the
founders of all religions as divinely inspired and endorsed
their 1teaching,.
it hath been
lod, anc
'Say: FVe belie
I----I---sent W w r r LU US, arid what harlr oecn sent ciurvrl
to Abraham, and Ishmael and Isaac, and Jacob,
and the tribes, and in what was given to Moses,
and Jesus, and the Prophets from their Lord.
We make no difference between them. And to
Him are we resigned.'
(Q. 3:78)
A-

.

I
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The expression ' we make no difference between
them ' in the above TTerse rec
various places in the
Qur'ln just t o mark its dise
! of the tendency of
regarding one prophet as superlor
--other,
or of
a
u
accepting one prophet and rejecting :mother as the blearer
of truth. The Qur'i .n calls 1upon ev
who car-es to
follow the way laid aown by Goa to accept w~thout
discrimination all th
hets and all the scriptures
revealed to them an
basic truth which they all
contain, and to accept it wherever found and,in whatever
language expressed.
' The apostle believeth in that which hath been sent
down from his Lord, as do the faithful also.
They all believe in God and His angels, and His
Books, and His apostles : We make no distincbetween any of His apostles. And they
We have heard and obeyed. Thy mercy,
Lord ! for unto Thee must we retun
+LW

.

The divine truth, says the Qur'sn, is an universal
gift from God. It is not exclusive to any race or any
people or religious group and is not exclusively delivered
page. Men IYlay create for t!hemin anj
and raczial bollndaries. But they
selves geogra
-----.
--I:.
1
canr~ur;so u ~ v l u t : Lire divine truth. That
- ---- rrurrl bears
no national stamp, and 'recognises no rac:ial or geographical loyalties or group affiliations. I.,ike the Sun
,
created of God, it shines in evcrv C U I I ~ G df
~
the globe,
Every 01ne. It is noticeable
and slhines eclually u
where
ar
pressior1 in eve1ry age. The
eveqn
~dhas f(
* ..
Truth of God wherever found and in what
-m is
:ir
to
it.
man's treasure and man is he
-- ylu1luurlct.u
-----A
The Qur'iin has repeatedly
L I ~ ~ u~scrimiL
L

L--.At

,.n-..,-...

J
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nation between prophets amounts to a denial of the Dzn
of God itself which recognises them all wlithout clistinction. There are therefore only but two ways 01 pen for
: is the way of recognition of them all : the
ma.
0th
hat of rejectioin. There is no third. The
rejeLrlulLvl r;vGll ullr. ylaphet means the reiection of
every other as well.
'Of a truth they who believ,e not ir1 God and His
,
apostles, and seek to separate God from His
apostles, and say ' some we believe and some
we believe not ', and desire to take a middle
COI~ r s e
: These 1 they are veritable disbelievers !
an(i for the disbelievers have 'we prepared a
shslmeful punishment. And they who believe
in God and His Apostles, and make no difference
bet:ween them-these ! we will bestow on them
the
,,ir reward at last.
God
:ious, Merciful ! '

..",

.

(Q. 4 : 149)
second chapter of it, the Qur'g:n points to the
: believers.
' AndI who bc:lieve in what.h.ath beer1 sent down to
the:e, and in what hath bleen sen.t down before
..
. . ...the
~,,ce,and full falth have thev In the 11te to come :
e are th.ose whc follow the guiidance ()f'their
rd. It is they who prc)sper.'
(Q. 2 : 3-4)
t

,

t

.

.

P

.

.

The Qur ari expresses its surprmc LU find that even
those who 1hold the: view tE at the 1Jniverse is the creation
of 1but On€: Suprerne Bein.g, and ithat it is He who sus* L A --:.
L u a L LUC spritual way of life prestains it, should deriy &L-*
--*

.
I 02
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cribed by Himis b i t one or has been delivt
in but one way ?

man

' Say : 0 people of the Book ! Do ye not disavow
us simply because we believe in God, and in
what He hath sent down to us, and in what He
sent down aforetime, while most of you are
transgressers. '
(Q* 5 : 64)
'And surely God is my Lord and your Lord;
So serve Him. This is the right path.'
(Q. 9 : 37)

' Say : Will ye dispute with us about God when
He is our Lord and your Lord ? We have the
result of our deeds and ye have the result of
your deeds, and we are sincerely His.'

(Q:

.2 : 133)

It may be noted here that wherever forms of address
as employed in the above verses occur, such as : ' God
is our and your God '- Our and your God is but one
God '-' Do you dispute with us about God, when your
and our God is but one and the same God, and for you
(the result of) your deeds and for us (the result of) our
own ', the aim of the Qur'Bn is to emphasize that for
one and all there is but one God and that every action
has a corresponding result. The Qur'sn therefore asks :
Why then all this tension and quarrel in the name
of God and religion ? Repeatedly does the Qur'sn
affirm that its teaching is nothing but this that it calls
upon man to believe in God and practice righteous
living in conformity with that belief and not to condemn
anybody's religion or reject its founder. It says that

1°3
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it rnll.firms the basic message common to all religions

-

ldorses it as its own message. When such is the
,,A,Alic attitude, why, asks the Qur'5n, do the followers
lr against the (2ur'iin ?
of other religions dec
T h e Qur'iin, obs
Vlau-lan:a Azad , has never
. to accept it as a
asked the followers or otner religions
new faith altogether. On the other
it asks them
-ing them of
to return to their own religions by fi
the accretions which have gathered around them, and
revive their original faith and adhere to it. Should they
do so, the purpose of the Qur'iin is served ; for, if once
one returns to his own religion in its pri!stine purity,
he will find that there is nothing tl:ierein blut what the
Qur'iin itself has come forward to re-present. It says
that its message is no new message and that it is the
same as the prophets of yore had delivered.
'Say : 0 People of the Book ! ye have no ground to
stand on, until ye observe the Law and the
Evangel, and that which haih been sent down
to you from your Lord.
I'he Book which hath been sent down to thee from
thy Lord will certainly increase the rebellion
and unbelief of many of thern ; but he not .thou
troubled for the unbelievers
-- 3
Jerily, they who believe, and the Jews anu
the
Sabeans, and the Christians-whoever of them
believeth in God and in the last day, and doth
what is right, on them shall come no fear, neither
shall they be put to grief.'
(Q. 5 : 72-73)
1.

).

-..-

1

is is the reason ivhy the Qur'iin has openly praised
I,.,.,",
,
such of the fol;VIYc13
df other faiths as upheld at the time
of the advent of the Qur'5n the spirit of their own faiths

*
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and lived up to their basic teachiings. It: only observes
that their rlumber was but small, the IT~ajorityhaving
strayed away from their orkina1 f a-:+I.l r u .
' They are ncot all a
If.the people
.
. of the
Scriipture t.here is a stau nch co:&unit y who
reci.te the revelations of Allah in the night
season, falling prostrate (before Him).
mi
lney believe in Allah and the Last Dav.
" . and
enjcbin righit condu ct and :forbid indecenc:y, and
vie one wi.th anoi:her in good 1ivorks. These
- .. . - C ~ 1 .
- .
are
or rne. rlgnreous.
And M rhatever good tEley do, t:hey willInot be denied
the meed t hereof. AU5h is awarc:of tho!se who
----A -m / waru
VII [evil).'
~

~

1

-

~

: rnere are among tnem who act aright.

~y of th

But.

)w evil are their doings.'

(Q. 5 : 70)
Whenever the Qur'gn stresses that it has come only
to confirm the previous revealed scriptures and not to
deny them, and calls upon their followers to believe in
the Qur72n also, it does so only to emphasize that the
Qur7Hn does not present anything antagonistic to their
faiths, nor does it aim to turn them away from their.
own faiths but that it in fact even aids them to remain
staunch to them. It therefore asks in astonishment :
Why then do they declare war against the Qur'Pn or
quarrel with it ?
For the same reason the Qur'sn uses the term
' Ma'riif ' for goodness and ' Munkar ' for evil. ' Enjoin
the ' Ma'riif ' and forbid the ' munkar ' (3 1: 17) is the
injunction of the Qur7Zn. The word ' Ma'riif ' is
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derived from '
meanin;g to know what is wellneans that which cannot be
known. ' Mur
-.
accepted on all hands. 'l'he Qur75n has used those
terms particularly because whatever the differences
among mankind, there are certain things which are
recognised on all hands to be good, and likewise there
are certain things which are denied that appellatio~;.or
are not P O O ~ . For instance, all agree that to speak truth
is right
speak 1~ n t r u t his wrorlg. All agree that
rtue an(i dishonesty is a vice. All agree
honesty
----- us
2- ~LS,
towar
neighbours,
that service LU ~ ~ I C I ki~dliness
f the oppressed are things
care of the poor, and 2
good in themselves, a
le holds a different view
about them. All the religions of the world, all moral
codes, all philosophies, all communities, whatever views
they may severally advance in other matters, they all
lese qu;alities. So
hold id'entical views iin respei
:
'Qur'r~r
my opposiI : Why then. sfasks the
'.---LA.
LL- nL...,=.~ 1 ~ LU
1 1 1~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~
L l1
l C1 WUI ct1l t ; l l . ~ I l b Lilt:
Illd'riif7 ' and
forbids the ' munkar ?
---,.-A<

A:--

:A

The way of God
The Qur75nsays that the line of conduct prescribed
here is :i law of life as every other law of nature, and one
has to conform to it if he cares to profit by it. That is
the way of God, the right religion, the law that does not
alter for any one, the religion which all the prophets
followed and preached. It is this very religion which the
Qur'Dn styles as Islam, or the path of surrender c?rconformity to the Laws of life fixed by God :
rurn st(.ad fast11yi to the: path of devotion, to the
ways of All5h:, for wlhich He hath fitted man.
rnl----- :
~ n e r tIS
: no altering o- Li the ways of Allzh. That
is the right religion ; but most people know it
7~
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not. And ye be turned to Him, and fear Him
and observe prayer, and be not of those who unite
pods with God: or of those who have s ~ l i up
t
"
their religion and have br:come :
rhere
every party rejoices in what is their: own.'
/A

is this. I
leliveredl throughout
rrle ages wnicn is tne true reuglon or way or Life as fixed
by God,-the ' Straight Path ' which the Qur'in points
to in the S~rat-ul-Fatiha,by following which individuals,
as well as, communities achieve goo~dnessor success in
life or, to use the Quranic phr aseologjr ' Win the approba,.
tion of God ', and by neglecting
.., wnlch, perish or receive
in rec:ompens;e His disappr-0bation
he difft:rent
group:
;
into
vhich nnankind has di
tself should
i
..0 remrn
. to
.
.,
resolve 1
tne patn
or aevotion to b o a and of
rightec
~g-the religio~
1 once vouch-safed to one
and a1
liscarding all t he sect:irian touches given
to it i11 rrle course of history, tne purpose o i the Qur'sn.
is fulfilled. It has no other aim.
' The true religion with God is Islam : and they to
whom the Scriptures had been given, differed
not ti11after ' the knowledge ' had come to them,
and tlhrouph mutual jealousy. But as for him
who :
ie in the sign:; of G13dGod 1
to reckon with him.
rc LILGY 311411 U I ~ Y U L Cdith thee, then sav : 11
1 have
surrendered Inyself t:o God, as hav
who
follow me.
Say to those who have received the Book, and to
the common folk: " Do ye surrender yourselves
unto God ? " If they surrender, they are those
who are guided aright : but if they turn away.
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thy duty is orily prea
on his Iservants
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The Qur'5n points out that Religion lies in strictly
following the moral law implicit in life. In fact, the
entire creation rests on that basis. The slightest urge
on the part of creation to stray away from the prescribed
path will result in the collapse of the entire machinery
of life.
'(
rays tha.n the FNay of God desire they?
. that is in the heavens
l o Him aotn everytning
and in the earth submit in willing or forced
obedience ! and to Him do they return.'
(Q. 3 : 77)

.

..

.1

:n the Uurran states that AL-lslarn or the path
of acquiescence in the way of God, or of obedience or
conformance to it, 'is the only religion' favoured of God
and was the religion which every Prophet delivered,
every other way or religion is bound to be groupism of
some sort and not the universal way of God.
'And whose sqeketh as religion other than the path
of surrender (to God), it will not be accepted
from him, and he will be a loser in consequence.'
(Q. 3: :
+

r

ras why,
dur'an repeatedly called upon
those wltio had respondled to it:; messal;e not tcD c;t their
religion into se~
cts again or retiurn to 1che darEmess frc)m
n
.which tne uur-an
naa rescuea tnem.
,
, n,antea
out
Tt
r
that it 1lad broilght thc)se who were fighting :ach otf ~ e r
to the bath of devotior1 to God, and welded them irlto
. ~ l-- .I
a brothernooa.
It had unea up in a- singre nre tnose
who
LALb
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had once hated each other-the Jews, the Christians,
the Magians and the Sabeans-and made them recognise
together the founders of the faiths which they severally
professed.
'And hold fast, all of you together, by the cable
of God, and break not loose from it, and remember God's goodness towards you, how
when ye were enemies, He united your hearts
and by His grace ye became brethren ; and when
ye were on the brink of an abyss of fire, He drew
you back from it. Thus God clearly showeth
you His signs, that ye may be guided.'
(Q* 3 : 98-99)
'And be ye not JiKe tnose who have formed divisions, and fallen to variance after the c1ear"proofs
had come to them. These ! A terrible chastisemer
,,,,,lt doth await them.'
.(Q. 3
(He ~~m~rrinlucth
you, saying) : ' This is My
straight path, so, follow it: . Fol[low not other
ways, lest ye be parted fronI His .wziy. This hath
He. enjoined that ye may ward off (evil).'

i

The Basis oz upposition to tne yur-an :
T o clarify the issue still furth'er, Mawlana Azad
proceeds to describe the nature of the oppositioh offered
in the time of the Prophet to this message of the Qur'5n
'
which 1then pr~
evailed
by t.he follolwers of ' the religions
in Arabia. Some od them possessf :d revealed scriptures.
-- - Did the Qiur'5n d eny
any scriptures ? Did i t claim
that it alone was tht: repository of truth, and that therefore the fohowers of other faiths should give up the
-.

.

*
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Prophets in whom they had believed till then ? Did it
present anything absolutely novel, so that they should
hesitat
cept it ? None of these questions cc~ u l d
validly
elled against it, observes Maw~lanaA: zad.
mly
The Gul a u offered its recognition, says he,
to the Prophc:ts in \I rhom the followers of other faith
specifically believed, but to all the. prophets that ever
arose to deliver the*&essage of God. It did not ,
discriminate between them. It nevgr called upon any
,one to give up one's religion. On the other hand, it
pursuaded every one to return to one's original belief
in the Unity of God and righteous living, since this was
the basis of all religions. It neither presented a new
own before.
principle of life, nor a new line of actic
ed but one
I t only emphasised that all religion:
way of life, the way of devotion to Gou arlu of righteous
revive tjheir
living. It thf :refore called ulp'on thc
own religions in the liight of t:his corn
jose
.:&l.
"
and live in frauzrlla1 relations. --WILU
each
othc~. 1 u do
so was indeed to accept the message of the Qur'Pn.
Why then- was there any opposition at all to the
Qur'iin ? The Qur'sish of Mecca did not like it, because
it expressed itself against idolatry. But what reason
had the Jews to turn away from it when the Jews
were not idolators ? Why did the Christians go into
opposition also when they never claimed to support
idolatry. The followers of each faith desii-ed that the
Qur'Pn should declare the faith of t heir riv:als as f; ~lse.
And since the Qur'iin would not do it, no one was ples~sed
.I
with it. Of course, the TPWS rejoiceaI ro see rnar
the
Qur'iin openly endorsed recognition to their Prophet
Moses. But since the: Qur'Pn1 at the same time accorded
L A T,.--.
recognition to Christ, &LIIC
J C W S would necessarily oppose
it. The Christians in their turn were happy to know
'
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from the Qur'iin that it upheld the purity of the life of
Mary, the mother of Jesus. But they were angry with
it when it rested salvation on faith and righteous action
and n o t j n baptism or the atonement of Christ on the
Cross. That was too much for the Christians to bear.
Similarly, the Meccans were happy to know that the
Qur'iin held in high estimation the prophets Abraham
and 1shmael.who belonged to their race. But they felt
uncomfortable whenever the Qur'iin at the same time
euloj
ie Jewish Prophets who did not belong to
therr
In snort, .there were three distinct principles of the
Qur'iin which displeased the followers of the prevailing
faiths of the time in Arabia.
Firstly, the Qur'iin was opposed to groupism. It
proclaimed the unity of religion. If this was conceded,
it would knock the bottom out of every form of groupism
which emphasized that salvation truly lay with one
group and with no other.
Secondly, the Quranic assertion was that sal .
was the result of devotion to God and righteous living,
and did not rest on any racial or group affiliation, or on
the observance of any particular ceremonial. The
acceptance of this principle would have opened the door
of salvation to every human being, and this the follo~vers
of the faiths of that time ~vouldnot concede.
And thirdly, the Qur'sn asserted that religic>n lay
in direct devotion to God without any mediating a{;ency.
Rut the followers of the other faiths had in one form or
other developed the institution of idolatry in the name
of devotion to God. They did profess that true devotion
was direct, but they would not give 1up the F,ractice which
they had inherited from tlleir for'bears a nd to which
they were deeply attached.

J,
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To sum up
A1: the ti]
:he advc:nt of the Qur 'in, religious
consc.iousness; had nc)t overs1iepped the grou~pconsc:ious,
ness or tne airrerent peoples of the worm Each
religic>us groiup clairned ;ha ~t its 01vn relig:ion wa s the
true I
and tha~tsalvation was only fc>r those who
._ . or trutn
.
professes ~ t . I ne criterion
was tne cnaracter
of the: ceremcnial and of the custom:;and manners which
the fc~llowersof a religion 01)served, such as the form of
worship or t he ceremonial attendant on s,acrifice:;, the
type of food permitt
rohibited, and the oui:ward
mode of dress or manner or riving. Since the outer form
of failth and Iliving ojF one gr*oupwas differe:nt fromI that
of evcEry otht:r, the follower of each groul) decried, on
. the
- of every other.
rc
,., ,dliglon
claim
that account,
e was
.of eve:ry religious grolup was not meteely tha
the bearer of ' truth, but thzt the religion of every other
f
-r
-.:&--Agroup was- raJ.;p
.--. mr.
-I -rle namral resulr or
sucn an
atrituuc
wash:atred of others 2tnd mut ual warirare and bloodshled in
the niime.of (2od.
.
The Qur'
:forward to present to the world at
Unity in religion. It advanced the
large the prin
view that even as the laws of Nature regulated
and
sustained the machir:lery of Ithe Uni.verse, e.ven so, there
was a spiritu:11 law o:f life to govern the life of man , and
1- :- 1 Llcm L
I lit:
that tnis
raw was one
anu
rne
same ror
every one.
greate:st error. into which m2lnkind f ell was to forget and
disreg;ard this; spiritu;a1 law of life an.d to d iride
~ mankind
:---I
--- --- T~'L. l-l t--:-L- LL:calrlps.
prlirlary
.
all11 0 1 L I I ~ S
spiritual law
into r~val
of life or the way of God, the Dzn, was to keep mankind
united and not to serve as a force for disunity. The
greatest tragedy of man was that he turned an instru ment
of unity, viz., religion, into a weapon of disiunity.
r
The Qur'sn came to distinguish religion proper Irom
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its outward observance. The former it called Dzn, .
: and the latter Shar'a and Minhi. Dzn was but one and
t he same everywhere anci at all t imes, ar
ed
t o one a]nd all without cliscrimiriation.
he
. outward observance of the Uzn. +r uL&almL was variation and
this was inevita
: varied from I:ime to time and
from people to F
ns.
ited by varying situatio~
Variations of this nature could not attoy t h P character
of the Dzn or tkle basis of religion. T'hat was the tru~ t h
which the Qur' Pn aimt:d to elmphasise. Its complaiint
\vas that Dzn had been neglected and v.ariation in Shar'a
aind Min h ~orj the outward form of observanct:idealized
ana made the basis of differences among mankind.
The Qur7Pn annourxed in very clear terr
its
f unction was bt
oclaim that all religior
rst
..
aenvered, uphela ~ u one
t Truth, but that their rouowers
clisregarcled it. ShouldI they 1return I:o this neglect ed
1rruth, c)r to th~eprinciple of devotioln to Gc3d and of
.-I-.
.
n
,=
IFII
rlgnreous
living, me mission
orr me Uur
an was rum~red.
The act would be regarded as indeed the accleptance of
the Qur'iin. The truth common to all of them1 was. wliat
vvas style:d Ad-Dzn or Al-lslzm. It observed that the Dzn
aIf God Fvas not meant to divide man from man, but that,
on tne other hand, jt was there to inspire the feeling of
em all ~ve
fellowship betwc:en one and an1other an
In to Gc)d.
together bound by the commoln tie of
-. . - - .- ..- . --.
- ..II---- --- evil of groupism 1s ar w..o---The
r K
everywnert.
even
t oday. :But hovv to get rid of it ? Thte evil h:1s crept in
the bas is of religion h[as been1 kept 01it of siglht.
E)ecause
. . -- --- I?--.
--.,.*-11 -1s ILUW IUI
he f0110wt;rs UL c--a-Lw gruupls~u
~u ~ c ~ l d C e
their steps and return
: basic teachin.g of ea ch
. If thiat were done, salYs
religion, the Dzn! commc
-.
the Qur'iin, all disputes will t>e set a~t rest, and eve:rY
one will begin t o see th at the Iway of 2111 religions is Ebut
4
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one and the same viz., the one DZB or way meant for
all mankind and to which the Qur'Ln gives the name of .,
Al-Islzm, or the way of peace, as translated literally,
or of devotion to God and of righteous living. That is
the only way to restore the forsaken sense of humanity
to mankind or revive the idea that for all of us there is
but one Providence, and that we should all in unity bow
our heads at his threshold only and develop a feeling of
unity and solidarity such as shall overcome and dispel
from our midst all differences coined by ourselves in
the course of history. That such was the purpose of the
Qur'Pn is clear from the call which went forth to members
of all faiths during the time of the Prophet.
' 0 People of the Book (Revealed Scriptures)
come to a word fair between us and you, that
we worship God only and associate nothing with
Him, and do not take each other as Lord to the
exclusion of God.'
(Q. 3 :57)
The Qur'Pn here offers a federal principle for the
unification of the human race. It may not be possible
to weld the entire world into a single pattern by prescribing a common Shar'a or a code of social laws for
one and all, or a common mode of worship. It only
asks mankind to forge a nexus for human society so
that believing in one God of all humanity, the several
nations of the Earth might enter into fraternal or federal
relations with one another and enjoy the good things of
the Earth righteously as members of a single family, the
' Family of God ', as described by the Prophet, or ' a
Fold every member of which shall be a shepherd unto
every other and be accountable for the welfare of the
entire fold '.
Such has been the standing message of the Qur'Pn
for over thirteen hundred years!
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